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Prodigal is part one of what will be my first novel as a creative writer and follows 
Tate Jones at the intersection of his dark past and his new family life. Decades ago, the 
world of Prodigal endured a self-inflicted apocalyptic event known as the Collapse. 
Since then, society has evolved into sprawling megacities living under social and 
governmental mechanisms designed to grade people on their worth to the public. Tate, 
along with several other characters, suffered under these programs since birth and must 
decide how he will survive in a world that has regarded him as waste. It is my intention to 
present a story at the intersection of post-apocalyptic, dystopian, and science fiction to 
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Dystopian and post-apocalyptic fiction are genre terms often used 
interchangeably. Inger-Anne Softings’ criticism of Cormac McCarthy’s The Road, for 
example, asserts the post-apocalyptic setting as a dystopian agent pitted against the 
humanity of the two protagonists (Softings). Since details about the world and what lead 
to its destruction is scarce, Softings argues the novel is a bifurcated dystopian novel 
showing the characters attempting to survive while also showing humanity’s struggle to 
remain relevant against the great shadow of absence that covers the world (Softings). 
Softings’ assertion is not without merit. Dystopian and post-apocalyptic fiction can share 
many similarities, and my aim is not to disprove any critic who argues for the presence of 
one genre within the other. Instead, my analysis will show how survival is an unstable 
concept between the two; the protagonist of a post-apocalyptic tale views survival as 
something much different than does the dystopian character. Grounding the two genres 
within the context of science fiction will allow me to show how both use cognitive 
estrangement to establish their different versions of survival. Finally, I will analyze the 
protagonist and setting of my thesis to situate it within dystopian survival.  
Although post-apocalyptic and dystopian fiction can exist as distinct genres, this 
paper will analyze them as subgenres within science fiction. As such, I will provide a 
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stable framework for how science fiction works based on the current state of criticism 
and what this parent genre offers to the subgenres.  
Science fiction is a difficult genre to define because there are many different 
opinions among writers, readers, and critics as to what belongs in the canon and what 
does not. Darko Suvin, the dominant figure in SF theory, provides some helpful tools 
when approaching the genre critically in his book Metamorphoses of Science Fiction. He 
claims science fiction is “…distinguished by the narrative dominance or hegemony of a 
fictional “novum” (novelty, innovation) validated by cognitive logic” (Suvin 63). Here, 
Suvin identifies two essential characteristics always at work within the genre: the novum 
and cognitive logic. The novum is the thing or aspect of a story that is different from the 
reader’s reality and can be as big as the altering of an entire universe to as small as 
advanced technology. There can also be one or multiple novums within a story. One tale 
may focus on one piece of advanced tech while another contains a race of aliens invading 
a futuristic human colony on Mars where scientists recently unlocked the secrets of time-
travel. The commonality in these stories is the element that does or cannot exist in the 
reader’s real world.  
The presence of a novum is not enough, according to Suvin, to call a story science 
fiction. Fantasy stories may contain magic, elves, or talking plants and yet they would not 
be classified as SF because those stories lack an explanation as to why or how its novum 
operates. According to Suvin, “what differentiates SF from the ‘supernatural’ literary 
genres (mythical tales, fairy tales, and so on, as well as horror and/or heroic fantasy in the 
narrow sense) is the presence of scientific cognition as the sign or correlative of a method 
(way, approach, atmosphere, sensibility) identical to that of a modern philosophy of 
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science” (65). Scientific cognitive logic demands there be sufficient explanation as to 
how or why something works. SF novums need not follow established science (although 
hard SF does have this more rigid requirement) but must provide the reader with the rules 
and context that explain how they exist and function. As such, the novum must be 
something quantifiable and logical. Elements such as ghosts, gods, and magic do not 
meet this requirement because what makes them exist may be ultimately unknowable. 
Even if the story provides rules for how they interact with the world, the reader may have 
to accept not fully understanding how or why the elements work.  
This conclusion is still tricky because SF asks readers to suspend their disbelief 
yet logically evaluate and accept things that are not real. Because of this, some novums 
can exist on the fringes of what Suvin classifies as either science fiction or “science 
fantasy,” a genre with fewer requirements for an explanation. In Mary Shelley’s 
Frankenstein, for example, the process that brings Frankenstein’s monster to life is not 
entirely explained, yet many would place the novel in the science fiction canon. 
Ultimately for Suvin, the guideline for whether something qualifies as science fiction or 
not is whether it creates the need for scientific explanation and then attempts to provide it 
(scientific-sounding explanations, also known as rules or jargon).  
As discussed earlier, the novum of SF stories can range in magnitude from 
reimagining history to the existence of minor but highly advanced technology. However 
different the depicted world is, the core of science fiction depends on readers suspending 
their beliefs to experience what Suvin calls “cognitive estrangement” (Suvin 17-18). The 
Science Fiction Handbook, a comprehensive survey written by M. Keith Booker and 
Anne-Marie Thomas, addresses Suvin’s concept within an expansive definition of the 
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genre: “[science fiction is] fiction set in an imagined world that is different from our own 
in ways that are rationally explicable (often because of scientific advances), and that 
tends to produce cognitive estrangement in the reader” (Booker 4). The imagined world is 
usually a strange one in which the reader must decide whether the suspension of belief is 
warranted.  Strangeness does not naturally equate to weirdness here. Rather, a “strange” 
aspect of a world may be the introduction of a town or a city that is completely fictional, 
or a slightly altered history. Thus, “strangeness” is a contrast between the real world of 
the reader and the world of the story. In this space, readers can think about the nuance of 
ideas in newer ways than with “realistic” fiction. As Booker writes, science fiction 
“places readers in a world different from our own in ways that stimulate thought about 
the nature of those differences, causing us to view our world from a fresh perspective” 
(Booker 4). The “strange object” can defamiliarize an issue and become the lens readers 
use to engage with a complicated or controversial topic. Social commentary may not 
always be the goal, but there are moments of contrast that allow readers to think about 
concepts with more nuance and imagination. 
When applying the characteristics of science fiction to post-apocalyptic and 
dystopian genres, novums are used to alter the world in profound ways that change how 
characters interact and live. How the characters must survive in these worlds differs 
between the subgenres, and it is in this space where I will point out how the two are 
different. While both post-apocalyptic and dystopian science fiction succeeds in 
establishing cognitive estrangement to create obstacles for their protagonists, the nuances 
of survival are very different, making the subgenres distinct from each other. 
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Post-apocalyptic survival often centers on the goal of preserving one’s health and 
wellness in a devastated setting. These stories are kin to apocalyptic fiction in which the 
world-shattering event is either in-process or on the horizon, and the protagonists are 
usually attempting to prevent it. Post-apocalyptic stories, however, are bleak tales about 
finding a way to survive the breakdown of social systems, the remnants of society, and 
even nature itself. Petter Skult defines the genre saying:  
The majority of stories that belong to the post-apocalyptic canon are set in 
a post-catastrophic version of our own recognizable Earth, and thus 
comment on our own reality, and it is largely from this immediate 
connection that the genre derives its strength: through the imagined 
destruction of our world. (Skult) 
Calamities in this genre have stretched from plague to nuclear war, and the levels of 
damage range anywhere from city-wide destruction to that of an entire planet, or more. 
As a social commentary, the damage is often caused by human hubris in the form of 
political maneuverings or wild scientific endeavors that do not respect ethics. Though 
survival in this genre usually begins with sustaining the body and not succumbing to 
whatever destroyed the world, it can also evolve into a dilemma of what actions are 
morally acceptable for one to undertake to further one’s survival, as in Richard 
Matheson’s novel I Am Legend.  
In the novel, protagonist Robert Neville is the sole survivor of a nuclear war 
whose radiation created a bacterium that transformed the rest of humanity into vampires. 
During the day, the monsters are docile and hide indoors but come out to bother and 
assault the last remaining human at night. Neville is left trapped in and around his home 
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and is protected by garlic and other fortifications from the relentless assault of the 
creatures (Mattheson). A combination of nuclear war and plague have decimated his pre-
apocalypse world. As such, a broken world and void have replaced social constructs 
including politics, law, order, and popular culture. Neville survives by carrying out raids 
on vampire compounds during the day to gain supplies. These raids are usually violent 
and result in the deaths of many vampires. Along with the reader accepting the end of the 
world and vampires, killing is a significant estrangement within this novel because it 
brings up important moral questions: is it murder if the victims are not human? Most 
humans have become vampires and are, in effect, the “other.” Lives once valuable to 
human society are now detriments and, in the eyes of Neville, expendable. This contrast 
presents the question: what is the value of “the other,” and do their lives matter? Further 
questions include: should the protagonist maintain the morality he or she possessed 
before the world ended, or is morality a more fluid concept? What role does murder begin 
to play as various people after an apocalypse scrounge for the limited resources available 
to them? Is killing acceptable when starvation is near? Neville answers these questions 
for himself by electing to murder and terrorize as his means of survival. 
His morality juxtaposed against the vampire-world order presents a chilling 
estrangement that only post-apocalyptic science can perform. Neville is the sole human 
survivor of the plague in a world of vampires which makes him the inverse of the status 
quo: “As the majority, the vampires are now normal; as a one-of-a-kind freak, he is the 
abnormal one, the one who is a danger to organized society” (Booker 56). Towards the 
end of the story, Neville realizes he is now the abnormal to the vampires’ normal. He is 
the “other,” and from their perspective, he is the marauder, the creature that stalks them 
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when they are vulnerable to bring fear and harm to their new society. Thus, he must be 
destroyed to usher in the new regime. Neville is the “other” who halts the new world 
order. His presence and his actions are reprehensible per the new status quo, and thus the 
new dominant “normalcy” must extinguish him.  
While the vampires in I Am Legend are visual and physical reminders of the event 
that causes the end of the world, sometimes the cause of the actual apocalypse is not at 
the forefront of the novel. In Cormac McCarthy’s Pulitzer Prize-winning novel The Road, 
specifics about the apocalypse are scant, and the story opens with few details about the 
setting: 
When he woke in the woods in the dark and the cold of the night he’d 
reach out to touch the child sleeping beside him. Nights dark beyond 
darkness and the days more gray each one than what had gone before. 
Like the onset of some cold glaucoma dimming away the world. 
(McCarthy 1) 
Throughout the novel, the setting is consistently gray and forlorn. As father and son walk 
throughout the landscape, McCarthy describes the different areas along the road as dead 
areas with little traces of their former glory. The novel is composed of small vignettes 
that foreground the relationship between the father and son. Neither character is given 
much background information in these vignettes, allowing McCarthy to focus the novel 
on their current situation rather than the contrast between where they were and where 
they are. The story begins with the father recognizing that he and his son must move from 
the area they have settled in because the oncoming winter would most likely kill them. 
Going forward with this premise, McCarthy then focuses on how the two protagonists 
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survive, moving into new areas and coming across other survivors. The novel’s tight 
focus on its two main characters renders the apocalyptic event itself unimportant. In 
doing this, The Road 
[I]s as much probing into the limits and nature of humanity as it is the 
story of a collapsing world. It is as if humanity has been placed under the 
hardest possible duress to be tested. The father, in particular, is forced to 
confront his limits as a human being as he tries to stay ready to kill, out of 
love and responsibility, the only thing that is good in his world, namely his 
son. (Softing) 
By focusing less on the world and more on the two protagonists, McCarthy interrogates 
the morality of survival within harsh conditions. The constant looming threat of 
marauders and cannibals prompts such questions as: what if the reader were in the 
situation? Would the reader be willing to kill to protect a loved one? In doing so or not, 
would that make the reader a good or bad person? How to survive becomes the overall 
question the protagonists must answer. The father and son do not have to be scavengers. 
The father could have elected to be a marauder or even a cannibal and teach his son to 
follow suit. However, the father elects a means of survival that attempts to keep part of 
their pre-apocalyptic habits and code of ethics in-tact. This decision results in the father 
successfully keeping his son “pure” by preventing their conversion to cannibalism. 
Each situation presents the reader with what-if questions as protagonists are 
involved in multiple strange scenarios where heinous acts may be required to survive or 
protect one’s family. These scenarios are the strength of post-apocalyptic estrangement 
because they bring up the critical difference in how the genre deals with survival. The 
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post-apocalyptic world provides characters with an existential threat that forces them to 
adapt to extreme new situations. The devastation does not control them; survivors and 
those born within the new world have the power within themselves to choose how they 
will adapt. In some stories, they can become cannibals, one of the most popular tropes of 
post-apocalyptic fiction, or they can instead become scavengers. Characters can choose to 
become murderers, moral leaders, or savages: the method of their survival is up to them, 
and is a different set of choices from characters suffering under the grueling hand of 
external societal control in dystopian fiction. The preservation of their health mainly 
motivates characters after an apocalypse rather than the protection of their individuality 
and agency. In the end, post-apocalyptic fiction is concerned with how a character 
chooses to adapt to the external threat of a destroyed world and collapsed the social 
structure. 
 Dystopian fiction directly ties to the concept of the utopia, that is, “…an 
imaginary ideal society that dreams of a world in which the social, political, and 
economic problems of the real present have been solved” (Booker 69). Dystopian worlds 
are the inverse of the utopia—a virtual nightmare in which powerful institutions oppress 
characters in the name of security, religion, or power. Usually set in a city or metropolis, 
these stories present regimes that exert oppressive societal control over individuals 
through the official institutions like churches, schools or police (Booker 70). In more 
extreme scenarios, these institutions regulate thought, imagination, and behavior as a way 
of maintaining order which heavily restricts character agency. While dystopian characters 
may undoubtedly fear physical death, the more significant challenge for the actor is 
figuring out how to preserve one’s identity under nigh-omnipotent external forces 
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(Booker 70). Many people in these stories know the existing regime is wrong, but most of 
the time, the dystopia is so restrictive that even small acts of defiance such as raising 
questions or journal are impossible.  
Regarded by many as the epitome of dystopian fiction, George Orwell’s 1984 
depicts a world divided into three super-governments: Oceania, Eurasia, and Eastasia. 
Each of these powers has striated their society in similar ways with the goal of total 
control over the individual. Oceania’s society exists as three different groups: the Inner 
Party which makes up the top two percent of the population; the Outer Party, 
representative of the educated class, and the Proles who make up the largest group, the 
working class. The elite of this society controls everything that a person does by using 
strict rules, the threat of torture, and massively intrusive surveillance. The oppression 
even extends to history itself as the main character Winston Smith works for the 
department that rewrites historical events to suit the regime better. Every facet of society 
serves the elite:  
Religion has been conscripted by the state in the service of its own 
ideology, sexuality is strictly controlled to prevent strong emotional 
attachments between partners, and art and culure are used as tools for 
direct propagation of the official ideology….and the attempt to institute a 
new language, “Newspeak,” that will allow expression only of ideas that 
are consistent with the Party’s policies. (Booker 72) 
As a quintessential dystopian novel, 1984 shows what occurs when a totalitarian 
government forms with entirely unchecked power. Any form of expression and individual 
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thought is illegal. Rebellion is punishable by death, and treason includes any expression 
beyond that of the Party’s agenda, such as…   
He had carried it guiltily home in his brief-case. Even with nothing written 
in it, it was a compromising possession. The thing that he was about to do 
was to open a diary. This was not illegal (nothing was illegal, since there 
were no longer any laws), but if detected it was punishable by death, or at 
least by twenty-five years in a forced-labor camp. (Orwell 29-30) 
With personal diaries as compromising possessions, a citizen is not allowed self-
reflection through which to question his or her internal environment. Inner thoughts are 
rebellion because they are counter-narratives to that of the state. Even if someone does 
not plan to rebel against the government, the mere gall to accept and internalize a 
separate narrative other than the state’s is treasonous. Survival for Winston and anyone in 
this world comes only through absolute compliance to those in power. To rebel even in 
the smallest of ways is a high crime against the state and punishable by death. 
 Structurally, 1984 doesn’t say much about Smith as a character. Details about his 
life and personality are scarce, and this has been the source of criticism about the novel. 
However, the lack of detail illustrates how the dystopia devalues individualism: “Rather 
than detracting from the novel, therefore, any perceived lack of character development is 
consistent with the thrust of the text, namely that the ‘uniqueness’ of people is stripped 
away under totalitarian systems” (Tyner 135). Dystopias strip away what makes 
characters unique. Internal preservation of the soul is even dangerous with regimes that 
exert so much power and restrict agency to such degree. More disturbing yet is the 
political basis of 1984 have already occurred in the world. Mussolini’s Italy, Hitler’s 
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Nazi party, and communism are the basis of Orwell’s government. By grounding his 
absolute-powered regime in real government systems throughout history, Orwell provides 
the reader with the terrifying realization that his dystopian vision is not one we can afford 
to dismiss.  
Even when dystopian stories do not depict sprawling totalitarian worlds, the 
common trait is the limitations placed on what characters can do during their journeys. 
Sometimes, the regime itself is unseen; instead, the fiction’s focus is on the effects of the 
dystopia from the perspective of a character who is trapped leading a restricted lifestyle. 
Alexander Weinstein’s 2016 short story collection, Children of the New World, contains 
several such stories.  
Children of the New World depicts characters consistently at the mercy of their 
tech-dominant environment. In “The Cartographers,” memories are a commodity that can 
be edited or wholly fabricated to the user’s liking. Produced memories are beamed 
directly into the customer’s brain and integrated into their thoughts. It is big business that 
main character Adam and his work partners hope will make them millionaires. Along the 
way, Adam meets a woman named Cynthia who is anti-technology, and yet they fall in 
love. When a teenager complains the memories he purchased were subpar, Adam and his 
partners undergo multiple beaming sessions to test the quality of their product. Some 
members of the team go mad while Adam cannot recall which memories are his own. 
After the business collapses, Adam’s relationship ends as he becomes addicted to 
beaming. He is distraught after realizing that Cynthia was just another false memory and 
their lives together weren’t real.  
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 Humanity’s self-destruction is delivered through an external device in this 
dystopian story. While customers have the choice whether or not they will buy and beam 
memories, it the external promise of self-omnipotence that threatens to destroy people’s 
identities. Rather than accept the life that one has lived, the external offers people the 
ability to exert control over their own lives by replacing their memories with false ones. 
The promise of ultimate authority is an illusion, however, because even though the 
customer can choose which memories to buy, outsiders created the products. The 
outsiders control the product and generate the market that sells people a false version of 
their internal environment. For eighty dollars, customers can buy their dream of living an 
affluent lifestyle or spectacular vacation or even replace bad memories with happier ones. 
In doing so, the customer trades their agency for an illusion and enroll themselves into 
slavery. By editing memories, customers change the experiences that inform their 
decisions. They also alter their engagement with reality for something that another person 
or group has fabricated. Thus, the skill of outsiders determines the happiness and 
personal agency of individual customers making these firms that sell memories are the 
owners of subjective power in this world. 
For Adam, then, survival is the ability to recognize reality from fabrication. The 
unfortunate truth, however, is that structurally, there is no way to tell when Adam passes 
from reality to dream and back into the real as it relates to Cynthia. The revelation that 
she never existed is defamiliarizing because it calls into question the rest of the story and 
the validity of the events. Was any of it real? Was Adam ever operating in the reality of 
the “real” world? 
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These questions are never answered, and despite his claim that emotions are real 
whether memories are or not, it is still uncertain if he is operating in the actual reality of 
his world. At one point, after binging on a countless number of memories, Adam says, 
“The problem with testing memories was that after enough beams, it became impossible 
to recognize the difference between authentic memories and beamed ones” (Weinstein, 
The Cartographers). Because of this, we are forced into open aggression against the 
reality of this world along with Adam because of the possibility that the presented world 
has been controlled and repackaged by others. Though he made the initial decision to 
undergo the beaming, there is never solid proof that he ever maintained control of his 
subjective viewpoint and experiences. Thus, his individuality is in question retroactively 
making it difficult to know what’s real. Adam has effectively lost himself and does not 
survive his experience with beaming. Though his body lives, his identity is gone.  
 Weinstein’s story “Heartland” takes place in a dystopian world in which the 
government and other large entities have acquired all the fertile soil to provide food for 
the country. The main character is blacklisted from his line of work after getting into a 
physical altercation with his boss and must hope that his child, Sam, can succeed as a 
child star so the family will not starve. When Sam fails in his audition, the father is told 
by his best friend about a money-making opportunity that can save his family; take 
pictures of his son and sell them to a group of questionable people who enjoy exploiting 
children. The story ends ambiguously, with the reader wondering if the father has decided 
to take the deal.   
 For the father to ensure that his family survives, he would have to break the trust 
of his wife and his son and sell nude pictures of his child to an industry akin to porn. He 
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ends the story saying he would like to be able to tell his kids one day that the world is not 
as screwed up and that such things never happen. In ending the story this way, the father 
admits to the reader that survival in this world muddles what should be clear moral lines. 
Being banished from the world’s most viable work industry has left the father’s agency 
severely compromised.  With no viable alternative, survival depends upon the predatory 
and questionable nature of those to which he sells the images. Even before this possibility 
presents itself, survival was dependent on his child, Sam, being able to gain commercial 
deals and possibly work himself into a show: 
Sam was a beautiful baby, which is what helped us land him the diaper 
ads, but ever since he turned seven he’s become a normal kid. Scaredy Cat 
was his one big shot. The winner of the show always a TV ad, sometimes 
even an appearance on KidMTV. That’s how Mindy Sands got so big. But 
that’s never going to happen to Sam. He doesn’t even know how to play 
an instrument. (Weinstein, Heartland) 
From the very beginning, the family’s survival hinged on the approval of outside forces. 
If Sam could do a good enough job in his audition or if he could make a good enough 
impression, then he would be chosen by outsiders and the family could hope to survive 
through him. The father recognizes Sam is not cut out for life. Thus, the already slim 
options further reduce.  
The outside forces that control characters in dystopian fiction come from internal 
fears and failings. Ferreras Savoye explains that the fear: 
Does not stem from the fear of an incomprehensible element coming from 
the outside. Our understanding of reality is no longer threatened by an 
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external factor but rather by our own achievements…dystopian science 
fiction relies mainly upon the constant threats generated by reality itself. 
(Ferreras Savoye 138) 
For the father in “Heartland,” his fight with his supervisor shapes his family’s life. There 
are no aliens that invade, and there isn’t a bomb that threatens his life. Instead, persistent 
fear dictates his actions. His choice at the end is unique to what dystopian fiction does to 
its protagonists. Whether he decides to take the pictures and sell or not, the decision in its 
purest form is will the father use his agency to exploit his family so that he may provide 
for them? His choice is not a life and death of the body but rather one of his soul.  
In “The Cartographers,” Adam is not afraid of the alien invasion that wipes out 
the world, nor the atom bomb or the threat of disease, zombies, or any other external 
threat to humans. He fears his internal environment. Though atomic bombs and 
weaponized diseases begin in the imagination of people and could result in humanity’s 
demise, they are external devices with no emotional stake in the harm caused. On their 
own merits, weapons of mass destruction do not control people. Humans can use these 
weapons to exert control over others, but it is not the weapon itself that causes this. 
Likewise, Adam is not destroyed by the existence of beaming but by his decision to 
continually transmit memories into himself. His individuality is siphoned away the more 
he does this. The laws and systems that power the memories shape his reality and thus, 
the only choices he has left are to either comply and risk spiritual death or resist and face 
the emptiness and alienation of his actual life.  
 Survival in dystopian fiction is very distinct from survival in the post-apocalypse. 
While the post-apocalypse focuses on protagonists seeking ways to preserve their 
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physical bodies and survive the torments of a fractured world, dystopian fiction is very 
nearly a war over one’s own soul and agency. My thesis, the first part of a novel called 
Prodigal, takes elements from both genres but is fundamentally dystopian science fiction 
because the main characters must fight to preserve their identities as they try to find ways 
to survive a brutal, oppressive world. 
 Prodigal follows Tate Jones, a man orphaned at an early age due to the strict rules 
levied on society by the Bureau and the unfair existence of a ranking system known as 
the Social Hierarchy. Early on in the thesis, there are brief mentions of a calamity that 
befell the world known as the Collapse. This event, though rarely discussed in the story, 
was the near total devastation of the world due to overpopulation and scarce resources. It 
is a historical fact of the world that resulted in the creation of the Bureau and Social 
Hierarchy so the Collapse would never happen again.  
 The Bureau, the planet, the Social Hierarchy, hover vehicles and several other 
things in the story act as novums. The Bureau is explained a few times throughout the 
story as a brutally efficient political agency with far-reaching powers. The planet, Altera, 
is merely an Earth-like place that readers can logically assume to either be part of the 
current universe or a parallel universe. The Social Hierarchy is explained to have a 
ranking system that determines how much aid individuals and families will receive from 
the state. Moreover, while hover vehicles are not entirely explained in their origin and 
science, Tate’s primary goal is to build one, and at various times, he considers the physics 
and mechanics behind how they operate. Addy’s potential powers are a primary 
motivational force behind Tate’s actions. However, their existence is left ambiguous. The 
fear of how being an Augment could affect Addy is what drives Tate, not her actual 
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powers. Even with this caveat, people with abilities exist in this world, but their origins 
are ambiguous. As mentioned in the story, the harness is capable of measuring whether 
people have these abilities. Although Augments may not be entirely understood, their 
power is scientifically traceable.  
 The Bureau uses algorithms to determine the worth of every person and 
organization according to a class system (Social Hierarchy) that gives people status. 
Tate’s orphaned condition put him at the bottom of the list and outside the reach of any 
help or resources. Though this results in he and Courtney being desperate for food and 
physical survival, the question they continuously contend with is what kind of people 
they will be to survive. The City does not justify Tate to do terrible things to survive even 
though he is presented with the ability to do so by his friend. Instead, the setting crushes 
him and his family under the weight of requirement to such a degree that he remains in 
internal struggle at the unfairness of things. He questions whether his “righteous” course 
of action (building the car and going after a sponsorship) will work and is tempted with 
the seemingly much easier though much more dangerous return to life in the Narrows. 
Tate is a man caught between which ideology he will commit his soul to and thus, 
Prodigal is a dystopian science fiction story within the very framework of dystopian 
survival. Tate is confronted with how he will move forward in life. Nifehelm, much like 
the dystopia of Oceania and Alexander Weinstein’s world, is brutal, elegant and 
uncaring. How Tate navigates the terrain will hopefully give the reader entertainment 






Tate Jones can feel every second of his thirty-four-year-old body. He sits alone in 
the dark chambers of his rebuilt ground car—a scrappy collection of old, neglected metal, 
gears and grease brought back to life with sweat and time and decorated by years of 
weather abuse and rough roads. The metal is covered in bruises and patchwork. The car 
runs though. Life isn’t done with it. The parking garage lights have shifted into nighttime 
settings. The vehicle and personnel elevators, as well as the perimeter of the garage, are 
illuminated by soft yellow glows, but the rest of the area is cloaked in shadows and 
quiet—a stark contrast to Tate’s day of endless noise. 
For twelve hours, all he’s heard today is the cracking of walls, metal, and stone 
along with the complaints of his coworkers bitching about unionization while taking 
unauthorized smoke breaks. Even now, he still sees the bright flashing lights of heavy 
machinery, safety equipment, and area markers and smells the chalk of crushed cement 
and burning wires. He’s well acquainted with the rough and prickly feel of dried plasters 
and torn, jagged pipes and the salty, bitter taste of buildings selected by the City to be 
torn down. Frankly, he’s sick of it. All of it. But it’s the life he’s chosen for himself—a 
life built upon constant motion without direction. But upward mobility is his dream—one 
that Tate has broken down into goals, which he’s broken down into benchmarks, and 
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monthly steps and on and on into the minutia of where he is right now—sitting alone in 
the dark. 
He doesn’t know how much longer he can go kicking down doors and tearing 
households apart. All he wants to do is ride the elevator up to his apartment and rest, but 
his deconstruction job hasn’t worn off him. He tries sinking into the seat, but his back 
hurts and his mushy muscles won’t let him know comfort.  He fumbles around in his 
work tunic’s pocket and pulls out his datapad. His thumb tingles as the device reads his 
print and turns the rectangular piece of clear plastic into a bright overlay of the current 
time, temperature, and sports scores. He scrolls through the menus and checks his inbox.  
Nothing but junk emails and bills. 
Fuck. 
He shoves the datapad back into his tunic pocket and lets the shadows sink into 
him. They take him back five years when he had a crew in the Lower City. All they had 
to do was find a way to survive each day. They didn’t have any money or resources to 
speak of, but most of them came from the street. Been there since they were born. Some 
even came from the Narrows. That’s the real jungle out there. All the way at the bottom 
of the City where orphans, creeps and forgotten children have to make their own way. 
Down there, you either get or get got. Make moves or get moved. It made him a predator. 
His friends too. They were animals and degenerates. Probably why the rest of the city 
called them bottomfeeders.  
But it really was a family. Everyone contributed and everyone was taken care of. 
Other crews take a run at you? We got you, fam. Fuck them, you one of us. Helping your 
brothers and sisters make it through a day was the only mission that mattered. Every 
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sunset was a win. Every single night, those that survived could relax and get piss drunk or 
sky high. Hell, sometimes both. Those were the good ole days. The crazy days. But they 
were also the easy days. There was only one law: you or them. Somebody crosses you 
and you lay that dude out and make him an example. Ain’t no Guardians gonna arrest 
you for that. Ain’t no jobs to lose, no industries to blacklist you, no Bureau to answer to. 
You only answer to yourself and those who have your back. You only had to think about 
one day at a time and that’s the thing about survival, it doesn’t require much at all, just 
one hard motherfucker willing to do the dirty shit to make sure he ate that day. But that 
was before. Working a twelve-hour day for not enough money while trying to take care 
of a wife and kid requires a whole different kind of hard motherfucker.  
 “Be about it, boy,” he says to no one. The driver’s side door squeaks when he 
opens it. The garage air is immediately dank and musty. He can still taste the contents of 
the buildings he destroyed today. Copper, chalk, cement—it’s gritty in his mouth and 
smells like sweat and baby powder. He spits the job out of his mouth and looks in the 
back seat at the groceries and supplies he just bought: three bags, two of them dedicated 
to tools and automotive supplies, and the last to nutrients for the family. A few items 
have spilled onto the floor during his drive home over long stretches of highway. He puts 
them back in their bags and slams the door shut behind him before walking into the 
elevator and taking the long ride up to his floor.  
 The elevator stops and with a muffled ding, the doors open, and he walks out onto 
the semi-lit 95th floor. The corridor is a maze of apartments with the occasional opening 
to let walkersby see the airway that cuts the massive complex. The stone underneath his 
feet is uneven in places and gives him a limp. Every step pounds shock through his bones 
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and every footfall sounds deep, as if his feet were testing the ground for hollow points. 
After a while, he rounds the corner and puts the bags on the ground, freeing his now 
marked-up hands from the heavy and poorly distributed weight of his groceries. He opens 
and closes his hands to give them relief while looking out into the airway and at the 
multitude of apartments across the way. None of the apartments for several hundred 
stories have distinguishing features; there’s no outdoor furniture or signs of individual 
tastes. No plants. No decorations. There’s only the plain outside, no one no better or 
worse than the other. He understands it, though. Zamora Industries owns the place and 
uses it as living space for its workers. There aren’t any individuals here. Just designations 
on a lease who work to earn their keep. It’s respectable in a way: you work, you live, you 
eat. Zamora doesn’t seem to care about your past or what your dreams are. Can you 
work? Good. Then go be about that shit.  
But the endless floors around and under him makes him feel like an ant caught in 
a cruel maze. There was a time when his greatest desire was to live here one day. Not in 
this specific building but one like this whose crown stretched high into the sky beyond 
the clouds. The edifice was supposed to make him feel like a giant looking down at ants 
crawling around his feet. His view? The City, vast in scale with millions of other souls 
looking up to him hoping to one day have what he has and hurt with the same ambition to 
reach higher and farther. Tate the shotcaller was supposed to become Tate the legit 
businessman, the next great mogul to escape from a dangerous bottomfeeder lifestyle in 
the Narrows and dominate the mid and upper levels. Maybe he wouldn’t be the most 
successful Utonian to make it off the streets but at least he’d make it out. He may never 
escape the suspicion and side-eyed looks that all dark-skinned people learned to live with, 
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but no Utonian ever would. Even the famous ones, the respected leaders and military 
figures would catch that treatment. Why would he be any different?  
He just wanted to make it off the street to prove he could make it in the rest of the 
world and for the most part, he did. But the view is slightly different. Instead of the 
skyline of the City, he gets the dregs of rush hour traffic. And someone probably looks up 
to him. Almost 100 floors up, someone sure has to but then again, it’s the rich and 
affluent skywalkers who actually live at the top. But how could Nifehelm, a city so 
massive that it built multiple layers of itself upon itself, a place bursting with industry, 
people, life and death, feel so small? The workers, the real busters and grinders that keep 
shit going only get to live in the foundations of what the rich and powerful walk on. One 
day he’ll walk the sky and drive around in sweet clean air and soak up all the light he can 
get from the sun, but until then, he’ll just keep walking on hard concrete in dark, drafty 
corridors.  
 A neighbor’s door opens and closes behind Tate. “Tate, tell me something good.” 
 Tate looks and sees his work partner, Lamar Ingram, walking out of his apartment 
towards him. He’s a young dude, probably around twenty-four or twenty-five but doesn’t 
act like one. Tate remembers himself being a little wild and willing to do some shit that 
would probably keep people up at night, but Lamar? Nah, that brother is reserved as fuck. 
He don’t smoke, don’t really drink but he takes care of his family. Respect.  
 “What up, man? How yo lady?” Tate says. The two men shake hands then Lamar 
leans onto the balcony next to Tate.  
 “Sherry good man. She cooking some greens and sweet potatoes tonight. It smell 
good in that house,” Lamar says. 
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 “Shit, I’m eating at yo house then.” 
 “Come on wit it.” 
 “How the fuck you afford sweet potatoes and greens, though? You into some shit 
you ain’t tell me about?” 
 Lamar laughs. “Nah, I’m keeping myself good, man. I’m just holding on to my 
money when I get it. Trying to make it last, you know?” 
 “You act like they give us enough to make it last,” Tate says.  
 “It’s not a lot, but we make it work. Say, how’s Courtney and your little girl 
doing?” 
 Tate looks back down into the gap. “They aight.” 
 “Sounds that way,” Lamar says.  
 Tate digs around in his uniform pockets and feels the pack of cigarettes he’s been 
working on. Only three left. He pulls one out and lights it up. The first inhale is the best 
part. Mint and paper bound up tightly, rolled together perfectly. The fire, the rush of 
smoke warming the back of his throat and coating his lungs. It almost makes him feel 
better about his life for a few seconds. 
 Tate blows smoke into the air. “Addy still sick. Might have to take off work a few 
days.” 
 Lamar lowers his head into his arms and shakes it “no” as if possessing the power 
to erase Tate’s problems. “Sorry, man. Me and Sherry still praying for y’all.” 
 Tate looks past Lamar and into the skyline of the City. Massive skyscrapers 
brighten the sky with artificial starlight and busy offices. Heavy traffic zips through the 
air looking like angels buzzing about eternity. He admires their freedom and effortless 
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motion. The ease those people must have of looking down on everyone else. Looking 
down on him. Wondering why he doesn’t just get a better job and take better care of his 
family. Wondering why a guy like him with a history like his would bring a kid into this 
world. Meanwhile, when bottomfeeders like himself want to get those better jobs, those 
same motherfuckers want to call him greedy and unsatisfied. But it’s alright though. 
While people like Lamar wish and hope and pray, Tate’ll be moving on up and showing 
everybody else how they fucked up. 
Tate puts out the light and returns the cig to the pack. “Imma talk to you later, 
man.” 
Lamar nods his head as Tate grabs his haul, and walks to his apartment. Heat hits 
him immediately when he opens the door, causing sweat to creep back onto his skin. The 
air smells like thick cough syrup and newly washed linens. There are toys set up on the 
coffee table. Among them are building blocks set up in a perfect perimeter and action 
figures that look like Coalition soldiers sitting with dress up dolls and toy monsters. The 
NetView screen is turned on and casts bright light onto the otherwise shadow darkened 
couch and wall. He catches a few lines from the nightly news anchor about some new riot 
or protest and how Valhollow hasn’t seen unrest like this in nearly sixty years, around the 
end of the Collapse. Hmm, same old shit. He shuts the door then walks into the kitchen 
and puts the bags on the round white table. Pink marks on his hands touch air again and 
sting him in frustration.  
“That my groceries?”  
Courtney walks into the room holding a bundle of clothes. She stares at him as if 
her further movement depends solely on his giving the right answer.   
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“Yeah, I got some,” he says.  
She turns on her heel and walks back down the hall. He grins while watching her 
hips move. Damn, that woman can look good even when she tired, he thinks. Her skin is 
darker than his and every time he sees her, he thinks about when their old crew used to 
call her Mocha. She hated that name at first but when she and Tate took things over, it 
was a badge of respect and pride, not just a remark on her skin tone. When they gave up 
the street, she left the name behind too, so her daughter could know her as Courtney. He 
didn’t really understand the difference, but she said he didn’t have to, just respect it.  
 She walks back into the living room running her hands through her black hair. 
Tate points to the setup on the table. “She feeling better?”  
“Just enough to get her new story out. She told me to ‘wait for Daddy to get 
home,’” Courtney says. She sits on the couch and watches the net-view.  
“People still protesting the Bureau for labeling kids too young…the Assembly 
ain’t said anything yet,” she says. Tate looks at the screen and watches a few seconds 
before turning away.  
“I don’t care about that shit,” he says. 
“You might need to. She’s almost five,” Courtney says.  
Tate walks into the living room, carefully avoiding other toys strewn about the 
floor. “If she feeling better, she can go back to school tomorrow,” he says. 
“We’ll talk about it later,” Courtney says. 
He makes fists to force blood through his hands 
“Zamora tell you anything yet?” Courtney asks.  
 “Imma talk to them about it this week,” he says. 
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 He hears her breathy anger but knows it was unavoidable. 
 “I’ll take out the recycle,” he says. He turns to the sink and checks the recyclable 
materials meter. We gotta get a bigger machine, he thinks as the meter reads “Over 
Capacity.” With feeling returning to his hands, he slides open the door underneath the 
sink and pulls out the canister. The metallic box is warm and reeks of antiseptic. It’s 
heavy and drains the air out of his muscles. He sets it on the floor.  
 “You haven’t been checking this, have you?” he says. He turns and sees Courtney 
down the hallway taking clothes out of the steam wash and shoving them into the dryer. 
He lifts the canister with one big grunt and slowly makes his way out of the apartment, 
down the corridor to the giant metal machine that extends just over halfway up to the 
ceiling. The machine is bulky and ugly. He wishes he could afford to move his family 
into modernized place where the recycle is automated, and no one has to worry about 
making periodic deposits into the machine, but he knows that dream is far off. Soon 
enough we’ll be there, he tells himself as he takes one final big breath, then balances the 
heavy canister between his knee and the machine. The metal grate screeches as he lifts it 
open and inserts the bin. The grate screams after he closes it and activates the device. He 
watches the accumulated junk get taken out of the container and broken down and 
reshaped. The whirring of the old machine overpowers the sound of the trash being 
crushed, heated, and reprocessed. He finds it fascinating. All the stuff he and his family 
have used over the past few weeks, no matter where it began, where it was made, or how 
it got used, matters not at all once they are caught up in the machine and molded into 
cubes. He walks back to the apartment and places the empty canister back underneath the 
sink and the meter resets to zero percent. 
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 “Daddy’s home!” Addy stands in the middle of the hallway. She’s wearing the red 
shirt and blue pants he bought her last week with the credits originally saved up to buy 
himself some more tools. Her normally neat brown hair is disheveled. Her brown skin is 
still perfect to him in the weak hallway light but it looks a little pale around her face. At 
least her little teeth look the same and still make him smile.  
 “Come here, little girl,” he says. It feels like PVC pipes twisting in his back as he 
rises up. 
 “Uh-uh.” She shows her teeth while she smiles and shakes her head. “You have to 
sit down first.” She disappears into the master bedroom.  
Tate looks at the toys on the table and understands his daughter’s instructions. He 
walks into the living room and sits on the couch. The fabric is too rough when it greets 
him. The cushions are too firm and haven’t been rotated in a while. He’s never liked the 
couch, but it was free. Down the hallway, Addy has Courtney by the wrist and walks her 
into the living room. Tate watches his wife struggle against the speed and exuberance of 
their child. 
 “Sit down,” Addy tells her.  
 “Yes, ma’am, Miss Addy,” Courtney says as she gets comfortable next to Tate. 
Addy walks behind the table and stares at her creation, grabbing at her stomach like she’s 
searching for a toy she forgot. He wonders if her stomach-ache has gotten better. 
Otherwise he’ll have to let his sister examine her again.  
 “Your belly feeling better?” he asks. 
 “I’m fine,” she says, and stops touching her stomach. She holds her tongue out to 
one side of her mouth, and he knows that her brain is doing its excellent work. Her eyes 
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seem transfixed on whatever world she’s come up with, and he assumes that she’s 
thinking of the best way to make them understand the glory of what’s in front of them.  
 “So, what’s all this here?” he asks. 
 She tells them about mystical dragons and how a small handful of dolls and 
Coalition soldiers try to save innocent people from them. Her eyes are wide, fully 
immersed in the story that Tate can’t follow. He’s happy though. His girl can dream.  
 “The black man is coming. He wants to stop Jon and Sophie from fighting,” Addy 
says. Tate looks at Courtney then back at his daughter. 
 “The black man again?” he asks. Addy puts her toys down and runs to her room.  
 “Did you know she was drawing him again?” Tate asks. Courtney shakes her head 
as Addy runs back into the living room with a picture in her hand. 
 “I forgot,” she says. She makes room for it on the table and smooths out the 
image. Black and gray colored markings are sketched into the form of a man. Tate sits up 
and turns the picture for a better view. He’s struck by the detail of the image. The man 
has a large black coat that Addy has thoroughly colored in to eliminate any empty spots. 
He has black hair and dark gray skin, but his eyes are a deep and vibrant red. There’s 
what looks to Tate like a mist that flows around the man and has caught up various items 
in its wake. His right hand is drawn with five fingers that are curled with fire coming out 
of them. Nothing looks random or scribbled, and everything seems to have a purpose. 
 “When did you draw this?” Courtney asks. Tate picks up the picture and feels the 
indentions of Addy’s hard drawing on the back of the paper.  
 “Yesterday,” Addy says. 
 “Did you see somebody like this at school? I need to know, baby,” Courtney says. 
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 “Uh-uh,” Addy answers.  
 “Addy, take your toys back into your room. Mommy and Daddy gotta talk,” Tate 
says. 
 “But I’m not finished,” Addy says. 
 “I’ll come to your room later, aight?” he says. 
 “But-” 
 “Go to your room,” he says. She grabs a handful of toys from the table and the 
floor and stomps down the hall to her room. Courtney goes and says something to Addy 
that Tate can’t hear, then closes the door and returns to the couch. 
 “Maybe it’s nothing,” Tate says. Courtney doesn’t move or speak. “She don’t act 
different. Maybe it’s just her imagination,” he says. He hands Courtney the picture. 
 “There’s something dark in that girl,” Courtney says. 
 “Have you let her watch anything today?” he asks. 
 “No. Can’t speak for Cadeshia though,” Courtney says. 
 “That’s petty,” he says. 
 “Maybe.” 
His sister helps them when they both have work. “Just lay off, aight?” he says. 
Tate hears Addy continuing her fantasy that they just cut short. Maybe she saw 
somebody on netview a long time ago and added him to her story, he thinks. Maybe she 
dreamed it. Tate’s stomach feels like a pine cone has taken root and rubbed all the lining 
away.  
“What if she’s one of them?” Courtney says in a half whisper. 
 “She’s not,” Tate says. 
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“I’m just saying. She’s drawn him before and it’s not the only thing she’s done.” 
“I don’t want to hear this again. She’s not different,” he says. 
“You know I don’t want to kill her imagination, but this is real.”  
Tate shakes his head. “So what, that’s just it? You want to give her away and be 
done wit it?” 
Courtney’s expression sharpens, “You think I want to make her an orphan? That’s 
what you think?” 
“Naw, I’m just sayin—”  
“I’m not giving my child to the State,” Courtney says. “We’re not giving her to 
the Bureau.”  
Tate feels anger climbing up his spine just hearing the name of those people. It’s 
like acid dripping into his brain. The Bureau has done enough to me and mine, he thinks. 
All those thin-necked, never-gone-outside-a-day-in-their-life-and-had-to-make-a-dollar-
out-of-soy-sauce-and-pennies looking motherfuckers getting off on telling everyone else 
how to live but they ain’t never had to go outside and do shit with they hands and still not 
have enough to pay bills and eat at the same time. Fuck them.  
“I shouldn’t have…we’ll make it work,” he says. 
Courtney says nothing. 
 “Look, fuck the Bureau. You didn’t have shit for a mom, but Addy has you,” Tate 
says.  
Courtney tilts her head and looks at him, her brown eyes carving off his muscles 
and eyelids leaving him naked and unable to hide. Ever since they met, he’s been 
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incapable of shielding himself from their indignation which is why he always desired to 
stay close to her. Her fury, her poise, her passion makes him better than he ought to be.  
 “You’re better than your dad, Tate,” she says. “She’s better for having you too.” 
 He looks at the characters and props Addy left behind from her production. 
 “I’ll take the rest of the toys to Addy’s room,” he says.  
 
 “Are you mad at me?” Addy asks when he walks into the room. 
 He cradles the toys in his arms. They dig into his chest. He believes he deserves 
the momentary discomfort.  
 “No. Neither is your mom.”  
Addy turns away from him and begins coloring on a sheet of paper. There are 
several layers of paper around her all with colors and drawings of various things. Some 
kids still dream even though his own childhood was devoid of them. But that’s not true, 
he tells himself. The future is and always has been his only dream.  
 “Hey, little girl, I’m sorry I cut your story off. I promise I won’t do it again,” he 
says. 
 “Can I finish it now?” she asks. 
 “Tell you what, after work tomorrow, I’ll get your mom to let you set the living 
room up again and you can tell me all about your story. Sound good?” Even though he 
wishes to never hurt his daughter’s feelings again, he can’t help wanting to chuckle at the 
poutiness of her lips and the amount of air she’s lifted her cheeks with to show off her 
displeasure. He maintains his composure for want of peace and family.  
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 “Okay,” she says. He kisses her on the cheek and leaves her toys on her bed then 
walks into the hall. 
 “Love you, little girl,” he says while grabbing the door handle. He closes the door 
and walks back into the living room. Courtney is in the kitchen with the contents of his 
store shopping laid out on the table. There are several tools amongst them along with two 
government-marked, plastic-wrapped bricks of High-Vitamin and Mineral 
Apportionments and two silver bags marked Pill-Intake Adult and Child Sustenance 
Pack. 
 “There’s no food here,” she says.  
He walks into the kitchen and grabs a bag of apportionments and pills then holds 
them up to her. 
 “Not this shit,” she says, “Real food—actual food like we talked about. Like we 
saved for.” 
 He shrugs. “They raised the price again.” 
 “So not even synthetics? That wasn’t out of range. I checked all the deals today 
before you went in,” she says.  
Tate walks past her and grabs a cup out of the cabinet. 
 “We have any water left today?” he asks. 
 “Fuck the water. What the fuck is wrong with you?”  
He goes to the sink and activates the faucet. It measures out eight ounces of water 
before dispensing it and automatically shutting off. He takes a sip and looks out the 
window at his neighbor’s house. 
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 “I needed tools,” he says, his voice low. Courtney’s anger feels like magma 
slowly churning in his back. He doesn’t have to face her to know he’d be imprisoned by 
her scowl. 
 “Not this again,” she says. 
 “You get mad when I use tools from work. So now I buy my own.” 
 “You were stealing, Tate. You want to get fired and evicted? We won’t make it 
with just one job between us.” 
 “I’m trying to build a future for us,” he says. 
 “A car is not a future.”  
He sets the cup on the counter and faces her. 
 “I am doing this for all of us. It’s not just about building a car. It’s about showing 
people that we can make something out of nothing. That we don’t need shit from the 
Bureau, or the City, or any other motherfucker who thinks he knows better. Do you not 
understand that?” 
 She shakes her head and walks away from him. 
“Don’t walk away from me,” he says. His words smell ugly to him. 
“Shut up, Tate. Addy doesn’t need to hear this again.” 
“I’m so tired of you using her against me…like I don’t care about what she’s 
going through,” he says. 
“You don’t,” she says. 
“The fuck? What does that mean?”  
“Nothing,” she says.  
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“Don’t lie to me,” he says. She looks at him with the same brown eyes she used 
back in the day when they knew they had to get ugly with someone for the good of the 
crew. 
“I’m finished with this argument,” she says. 
 “I’m not trying to argue. I just need you on my side,” he says.  
Her brow loosens its grip on her face. She approaches him, her eyes disarmed yet 
still attached to his. 
 “We’re starving her, Tate. Kids aren’t supposed to be on pills this long,” she says.  
 “There’s a guy at work who been giving his daughter pills for like two years, and 
she’s barely younger than Addy.” 
 “But this is our kid. How many stomach aches will she need before you stop?” 
 Tate closes his eyes and breathes deep.  
 “Baby, Zamora Industries has a Lower City sponsorship program—” 
“Here we go,” she says. 
“Once I prove what I can do, they’ll sponsor me. They will. These people, they 
always looking for someone so they can pretend they care about helping poor folks. It’s 
what they do. And I work for them, baby. I got this,” he says.  
Courtney walks away from him. 
“Did I let you down when we had nothing? When it was just us and Tonya and 
Jay on the street?” Tate says.  
She stops. “This is different.” 
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“How? It’s still us. It’s still me. I’m still me. Addy won’t ever see the street like 
we did. We’ll never have to use stuff found on the side of the road because we can’t 
afford anything better. I have never left us behind. I never will.” 
 Courtney doesn’t say anything or look at him. He wants to approach her but 
doesn’t know if she’s recoiling for another accusation or considering what he says.  
 “She was throwing up before you came back,” Courtney says.  
 His mouth moves in remembrance of the words he can’t form. He knows that 
vomiting is one of the earliest signs of nutrient pill poisoning. But this can’t be right. She 
should’ve had more time. 
 “How long?” he asks. 
She almost looks towards him but stops. “A few days now.” 
Tate tries swallowing feelings he doesn’t understand. “You kept this from me…?” 
 “I can’t keep missing work…she needs a doctor,” she says.  
 “We can’t risk it, baby. We can’t even afford it.” 
She holds her forehead in her hand and breathes deeply.  
“I’m close, baby. I promise,” he says.  
 “I’ll finish the laundry tomorrow,” she says before rubbing her eyes and walking 
down the hallway.  
Panic makes his heart race. Things are bad, worse than they’ve ever been. Addy 
might be overdosing on pills and his and Courtney’s fights aren’t new anymore, just 
rehashings of the same arguments and feelings. 
 “I am not my father,” he whispers to himself. He sees empty buildings in his 
mind, places where he and his friends would hold up when they were young. Places 
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where Guardian police hadn’t searched for bums and trespassers to kick out or arrest. 
Places where other crews and people forgotten by the public maybe haven’t been to or 
perhaps didn’t want anymore. 
 I am not my father.  
He goes to the cabinet and finds the blue-green pill and apportionment divider he 
bought for the family. The plastic labeling for Thursday is scratched, and pill residue has 
given the once bright, snap-on covers a milky haze. The vacuum-sealed apportionments 
go in first. Each day gets two allotments for the adults and one for Addy. He rips open a 
bag of copper-powder-smelling pills and measures out the rest of the family’s meals. Six 
pills are for breakfast for each of them, and four more for general snacking. The pills 
sound like rain hitting tin roofs when he puts them into the divider. The residue leaves his 






The air in the apartment is heavy from heat and revelation. Tate has stood in place 
for several minutes putting pills in their rightful places and digesting the sumtotal of 
knowledge just gained. Yeah, things are bad now and it feels like the busted, rusted old 
walls of Zamora’s apartment complex are threatening to bury him underneath 
circumstances and a shitty social hierarchy.  
How the fuck could Courtney keep this from me? plays on continuous loop in his 
mind, drowning out the resolutions and promises he’s made to himself about letting the 
past die. He drops the pills on the table and walks through the living room. His right leg 
moves by anger, his left, frustration, and they march together down the hall for answers. 
Courtney has her back to him in the master bedroom as she folds clothes. She 
knows he’s there but she’s tired, angry, and hungry. They all are but she holds back from 
the bile and vitriol she’s capable of throwing at him. She hasn’t torn him down yet but 
maybe it’s that time. He should know better. She’s loved him and supported him but they 
are in a fix and he doesn’t seem to get that. Maybe things are changing. Maybe the flow 
of things has changed but she’s been too dulled by domesticated life to notice. 




He watches and waits but ends up leaning against the doorframe in utter silence. 
Maybe she’s angry or holding something else back. If he prods just enough, maybe she’ll 
finally tell him what else might be going on behind his back. Or maybe he’ll be that much 
more in the dark. He approaches the bed and helps her fold. She has everything kept in 
tightly managed piles. The towels have their spot, undergarments theirs, and sheets have 
theirs. And then there’s a separate pile off to the side. Unlike the others, this one has 
clothes, towels, and other stuff that should go into separate groups but Courtney steadily 
adds things to it without bothering to fold or explain it. He doesn’t question it. Let her 
have her quirks if it means peace. 
He follows her lead and only puts things where they belong. He feels like if he 
messes up one crease or one placement, the final thread holding them together may just 
get pulled and drag them into another disagreement. Unfortunate, really, how a man and 
wife can have their lives reduced to the neatness of a laundry pile. 
“You lied to me,” Courtney says. Tate stops folding. 
“How did I lie to you? You kept how sick she was from me. You made me think 
everything was fine.” 
Courtney continues folding without speaking.  
“We have to be together on this, baby. It ain’t gon work if we keeping shit to 
ourselves,” he says. 
“I told Addy we’d eat dinner tonight,” she says.  
“Okay...” 
Courtney slams her palms on the bed. “Okay? I lied to her.” 
“You didn’t lie. Things changed.” 
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“You think that makes it better?” she says. 
“She’s a tough kid. She knows we’re struggling.” 
 “You just don’t get it,” she says. 
Tate huffs. “What, you think I still don’t care?” 
“Nothing, Tate. It’s fine.” 
 Her movements look so animated as she works. She never looks at him and he 
wonders how she’s turned the fault on him.  
 “Are you staying here tonight?” she asks. 
 “Do you want me to stay?” 
 “You know I do,” she says. She pats out wrinkles on the shirts she just folded. He 
walks closer to her and swears he can feel her resentment like waves slowing down his 
approach. 
“I really don’t know anymore, Courtney. How we get here?” 
Courtney finishes folding clothes and looks over the piles she’s made. “Tate, I 
laid with her the past two nights as she fell asleep. I’ve told her she’ll be all right, and she 
believes me. I tell her things and she trusts me. But I’m the one killing her because I’m 
tired of being poor.” 
“Courtney—” 
“We supposed to take care of her. Keep her away from the shit we went through. 
Tell her the truth and make her feel safe,” she says.  
“We are—” 
“But here we are. I can’t even tell my daughter the truth about dinnertime much 
less if her stomach will stop hurting.” 
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 She stops talking but her eyes still speak the truth. 
“I’ll go tell her about dinner. I’ll make her understand,” he says.  
“I’ll deal with it,” Courtney says. 
He watches her knock on Addy’s door then disappear into the room. Their whole 
family is sick and every time he moves, things get worse. He swears that he’ll make it all 
worth it in the end. Even if he must tear down the entire City just to build a better life, 







After an hour of failed sleeping attempts, Tate now works in his garage where 
tools are strewn about the ground and old cigarette butts intermingle with dried liqueur 
and grease. The hovercar rests on a raised platform with its bottom engine manifold 
exposed. The frame is dented in places, missing paint in others. It’s large and bulky and 
lacks any of the elegant sleeknesses of its modern-day siblings. The weather-faded 
yellow color is old fashioned trending towards obsoletely and hilariously out of style. No 
one wants this car.  
Hover thrusters line the car’s bottom edges. They are plated with chrome and bear 
no streaks, cuts or blemishes. Their circuitry is integrated perfectly into the car’s engine. 
The engine manifold itself is sleek with sharp edges and clean pipes. It purrs when it’s 
on—the one sound any engineer strives for. Energy flow is consistent and efficient 
throughout each chamber. Much time and investment has gotten this once busted 
manifold into a near top-of-the-line, if not better, piece of machinery. Everybody wants 
this engine.  
Tate lies on his back with hands deep inside the manifold feeling for cracks and 
weakened joints. His eyes feel like wet blankets trying desperately not to fall. His mind, 
like a fog that settles around dawn but the garage witnesses his determination and absorbs 
the sweat and time he gives it.  
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This place is the last remnant of his time on the street. It’s nestled in the pot-hole 
ridden parking lot surrounded by a run-down group of office buildings in the Lower City. 
After he and Courtney fled the Narrows, Tate used the last of his blood credits to buy the 
garage in a shady deal with shady fellows. Their first house. There was only one working 
platform when Tate first acquired the place. The office space in the back was derelict, 
and the underground areas were blocked off and partially filled in. Over time, he restored 
the place and made it into his mind space when other shit got too major. He recently 
added himself a mattress whenever he didn’t feel like sleeping next to the person he’d 
just cussed out. 
He slides his fingers against a large gash on what feels like the car’s primary flow 
regulator. A firm grasp with both hands loosens it, and he begins unscrewing it from the 
engine. The busted piece stops turning. He tugs on it, hard, and it releases causing him to 
scrape his hand on the rest of the engine beneath it.  
“Motherfucker,” he says. His hands are bloody, and he throws the old regulator 
across the room. He stands and walks to the water dispenser to clean his wound then goes 
to his desk and grabs his journal and pen. He opens the book to his drawing of the engine. 
The sketch is very precise but smudged in some areas where previous work sessions 
called for small but important redesigns. Lines stretch out from the image to the margin 
where he’s written on the need to develop a much stronger alloy for the part he needs.  
He marks out a line about the regulator he just threw away. “So that shit wasn’t 
strong enough,” he says. Tossing the notebook on the table, he grabs his datapad then 
walks over to where he threw the busted regulator and picks it up. When he starts 
recording, he holds it up in his hand. 
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“Aight so it’s August first…about to be the second, 2178. Last video, I wasn’t 
sure if the Hune Z67 sports model regulator was gone work for what I need it to handle. 
This the same kind they use in the racing leagues but you can see it didn’t work. This set 
me back a little bit, but it’s good. I been working on my own regulator made wit a 
stronger mix of stuff. Imma try to test it in a few days.” He ends the recording and puts 
the regulator and datapad on the desk. His shoulders feel wound up and his neck is tight. 
Any second now he feels as if he could break from the tension going through body. He 
pulls open the desk drawer searches for his dwindling supply of smokes, lights one up 
when he finds them, and leans against the closed garage door.  
Addy’s pictures terrify him. It was okay when it was just one because he thought 
maybe he had an artist for a daughter, a savant who could find her own way out of the 
Lower City without his help. But then there were others. She drew a massive building on 
fire and told him a story about who caused it and why. Days later, news reports on the 
Net reported the fiery destruction of an office skyscraper near the heart of the City and 
investigators suspected foul play. Okay, coincidence. Then there was the school. Addy 
seemed to know precisely what one of her teachers would say hours before the teacher 
ever said it. She would sometimes come home and tell Courtney that she dreamed she 
saw the answers to tests that hadn’t been administered yet. Teachers were concerned that 
Addy may have been cheating because her answers would match another student’s word 
for word. He remembers trying to discipline her and the terrible look on her face as she 
would beg and plead for him and Courtney to believe her. “I didn’t do that!” she would 
say. “I saw it in a dream!” 
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And now she’s five, just the right age for the Bureau to want her. He knows they 
don’t want her specifically. Everybody has to get the harness when they five. Right into 
the spine and then they linked to the City forever. Better hope you normal because if you 
ain’t… 
That’s the shit that people don’t like. Especially the Assembly. They think the 
Bureau just wants first shot at labeling kids Augments but…he doesn’t know what to 
think about them. The Assembly is just a bunch of Augments and liberals who like 
arguing with everything the government does and the Bureau follows their own rules. It’s 
all a bunch of mess and bullshit that Tate’s afraid will spill over on Addy.  
And why shouldn’t that shit keep him up at night or make him put everything he’s 
got into making a better life for her? People all ready suspicious of dark-skinned people 
for some weird, ritual shit people did and probably still do in Utonia. Dark-skinned 
motherfuckers always catching shit ‘cause people think they made Augments. They’re 
always getting pulled over and checked for any little hint of silver in their eyes. He can’t 
save her from life. That treatment gone follow her as long as she lives, but if the Bureau 
proves that she actually is an Augment? 
Familiar fears run through his mind. He sees Addy at school after the Bureau has 
informed them that she’s different. Now when she talks too much or doesn’t put up her 
toys like she’s supposed to, she’s a problem child. If she gets in a fight, it’s assault. If she 
talks back to a teacher, she ain’t a kid no more trying to figure out how much she can get 
away with. Now she’s dangerous and something that has to be dealt with instead of cared 
for. They could put her out of school and force her into a State program.  
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And what about when she grows up? They got stories on the Net about Augments 
being forced on pills that make them crazy. About people being beat up and assaulted 
‘cause motherfuckers were afraid. She can’t even have a kid if she want to ‘cause the 
Bureau think that Augment kids could be more dangerous than the parents. It’s gon be 
hard enough on her being Utonian, but if she one of them… 
No one can know. He thinks about pulling Addy out of school and registering her 
for home care, but then the school and the Bureau will ask questions about her anyway. 
What if she’s normal and his fear is the thing that fucks her up? His eyes sink into every 
hole and dent of his project. The faded paint and chipped metal scrape at his throat. He 
tosses the cigarette away. 
“You better come through,” he says.  
Three knocks on the garage door startle him. He looks at the time on his phone. 
11:47 pm….shit, it’s late. He activates the view screen and sees his sister 
Cadeshia standing in front of her silver hybrid car just a few feet away from the door 
waving at the camera to get his attention. He turns on the intercom. 
“You look dumb waving your hands that way,” he says. 
“Fuck you and open the door,” she says. He grins and shuts off the screen. The 
garage door locks unlatch in the ground with several firm clicks and pressure release. The 
door opens upward slowly revealing his sister. She’s wearing medical scrubs…first time 
he’s seen that in a long time. Her short black hair is in tight updo leaving her thin framed 
glasses unimpeded. She has her hand on her hip and looks at Tate with her head tilted and 
brown eyes ablaze. 
“You don’t have to wait for it to open all the way,” Tate says.  
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Cadeshia stands outside the garage until the door finishes opening. 
“Just came from your place. Courtney looks more pissed off than normal,” she 
says as she enters.  
“She’ll be aight,” he says. 
“You bought more pills,” she says. 
 “Not interested in round two of this, Cadeshia.” 
“My bad. It’s just your daughter’s life. I’ll stop,” she says. 
The door begins to close. 
“It only gets worse the longer she takes them,” she says. The door locks click and 
fasten into place.  
Tate walks over to the workstation near the hovercar setup and opens the drawer 
revealing the new regulator he’s been working on. It still ain’t finished, he thinks. Still 
need the fibers to handle all that extra discharge. Still need a stronger casing. We gon get 
there, though. He closes the drawer and rifles through his tools to find a suitable stopgap 
until his device is ready. 
“Will you at least call me if you ever start giving her whole food? She’ll need to 
be introduced to it really slow,” Cadeshia says. 
Tate looks at her. “You think she won’t be eating good soon? What you mean, 
“if”?” 
“I’m not saying that, boy, damn. Learn to take help from people,” She says. 
He goes back into his pile of instruments. “Thank you for taking care of her. 
Good having a doctor in the family.” He grabs a replacement regular. The copper 
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cylinder is firm in his hands. Good quality, worth the cost of food money but still not 
good enough for his liking. It’ll at least hold up long enough for him to do some tests.  
“Things’ll get better. The car’s almost done,” he says. 
Cadeshia sits on the desk in the corner of the garage. Tate checks the engine for 
any more damage before fastening his new regulator into place.  
“So what you doing down these ways? Ain’t you got some doctor money now?” 
Tate says. 
“Money? What money? You got some money?” 
“Go on wit that shit, man,” he says. 
“I’m serious,” she says. 
“So you gon act like you ain’t got it like that? Like you ain’t just got that nice car 
outside while I’m in here trying to build my shit?” 
“Everybody need one nice thing.” 
“What’s your excuse for the other car, then?”  
“Good to have a boyfriend.” 
Oh okay. Nice cover. 
“Am I still taking you in the morning?” she asks. 
Fuck the Bureau, flashes in his brain. “Yeah,”   
He checks for more damage before closing the hatch to the engine manifold and 
sitting up. Cadeshia’s focus is in her datapad. 
“I need to ask you something,” he says. She tells him to hold on for a second then 
looks up when she finishes. 
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 “You haven’t let anyone near Addy when you keep her, have you?” he asks. He 
sees his sister’s brow wrinkle behind her glasses. 
 “What happened?” she says.  
 “I just need to know,” he says. 
 “No more than usual. No one really comes to the house.” 
 “What about your boy, Geno? Still seeing him?” 
 “He…I go to his place,” she says.  
 He sighs. “Courtney just thought…” 
 “Courtney thought what?” Cadeshia says. 
 “Nothing.” 
 “She’s paranoid,” she says. 
 Guess she’s back on my side now. 
 “It’s nothing. Really. Addy started talking about a new friend, and we just thought 
maybe you took her out somewhere,” he says. Lying to his sister with a straight face 
comes too naturally. He figures she knows when he does it. It’s their little game—another 
common thread between them like foul language and occasional drug use. Things were 
different before. He used to live at home with the rest of the family. She told him she 
cried when he left. He doesn’t believe her. She was too young. He was too.  
Rain thumps against the garage. He wonders how well the hover car’s current seal 
is at keeping the weather out. Better spring for an upgrade just in case, he thinks. That’ll 
cost a lot more money than what I have now. Courtney would kill me for sure.  
“Ron’s preaching on Saturday,” Cadeshia says.  
“Ok,” he says. He tosses his tools into the pile.  
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“I tried talking him out of it but…y’all are alike,” she says.  
Tate exhales. 
“He’s not doing too well,” she says. The rain falls in thuds. 
“You can handle him.” Tate wants to go to sleep and magically appear at home, 
but the menthol he smoked has him at a nice buzz and keeps him awake. 
“You haven’t talked in years,” she says.  
“That’s not my fault,” he says. 
“You’re right. You’re both idiots,” she says. 
“Let it go, Cadeshia. It’s not happening.” 
“I just want you to come see him. He misses you,” she says. 
“Don’t.” 
“He does. It’s time for you to talk,” she says. 
“He had twenty years.  
 “What would you tell Addy to do?”  
“I wouldn’t ever throw her out of my goddamn house,” he says. She’s shaking her 
head in a steady motion, but he doesn’t care what she’s thinking. He doesn’t care what 
people think he ought to or should do. That’s the problem with the goddamn City, he 
thinks, everybody always getting told what they need to do or better do and no one has 
the balls to do what they want to do. Too many weak motherfuckers get ground up and 
fucked up trying to bend every way people tell them. Fuck Ron and everybody that tells 
me what I can't do. 
“I need to get back to work,” Tate says. 
“I hated Ron for taking you away from me,” she says. 
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He looks at her and sees the five-year-old girl who he used to play with and boss 
around. He remembers her smart mouth and insistence to have a duplicate of everything 
their parents bought for him. 
Shit, maybe she did cry… 
“I found you, didn’t I?” he says. 
 He thinks about the years he spent alone trying to find ways to survive. The 
dumpsters he raided. The old and weak people he fucked up for their food and clothes. 
He still feels the guilt, the purpose, and the reasons he used to justify his life over those 
he left with nothing. He wonders if she would’ve still hated Ron if she knew the things 
her brother had done. 
 “I’ll think about it,” he says. 
He focuses on the little girl she was when he says it, back before they knew how 




WELCOME TO THE BUREAU 
Tate sits under an exposed, way too bright ceiling light that buzzes and flickers 
when the screen that sits above the seven booths at the front of the office signals the next 
person to come and have their future told. Nearly forty people sit in the office shifting in 
the same-sized, same blue-colored plastic chairs all trying hard to fit their asses snugly 
where they just won’t fit. Nothing really works well at this Lower City Bureau office. For 
starters, there’s only one door. One way in, one way out. What happens when someone 
finally decides they’ve had enough with the Bureau and they come down here to act up, 
Tate thinks. Massacre? A news story about gun regulation in the Lower City? Maybe just 
more bullshit about Utonians killing each other and how that’s the real problem that no 
one talks about. It all ends the same. Some politician or Net-anchor will say we need a 
national conversation about this shit or that shit and everyone calms down until the next 
thing happens. The Executor of Valhollow will give some bullshit speech about tolerance 
and equality then everything’s back to normal. It’s a fucked up mess, but hey, at least the 
Bureau tells you they’ll fuck you up. They don’t even try to hide it. Motherfuckers.  
Tate watches as a Bureau-sponsored net-commercial plays over screens that fill 
the waiting room. A short but intense looking white man comes on the screen wearing an 
all-black suit and the first two buttons open on his undershirt. The graphics behind him of 
different colored children looking happy and fed are fueled by a sympathetic soundtrack 
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involving simple piano chords and wood instruments. The images of children are spliced 
with adults who all look happy and satisfied while living and working in different areas 
of the City. 
Welcome. You are participating in a public service guaranteed to 
ensure the ongoing stability and growth of humanity. With your help, 
we will continue to overcome the sins of our past and prove our mettle 
among our friends and neighbors in our corner of the galactic stage. 
We care about your success. We strive to help you achieve your very 
best, but success does not come without sacrifice. Continued 
compliance with our guidelines is not a burden, but a guarantee that 
you can reach for your dreams and live in a world safe from harm, safe 
from fear, and safe from extinction. Join us, my friends, at the Bureau, 
and together, we will create a life safe from failure.  
The video halts on the spokesman’s exuberant face and outstretched hand. Tate’s 
never liked the appearance of the man in those videos. His skin is too clean to have ever 
worked a day in his life. His high-definition teeth are brighter than most high beams on 
cars, and his nose is crooked and too narrow. It throws off the symmetry of the his face.  
NOW SERVING: Z142  
PROCEED TO BOOTH: 4 
He doesn’t look up. 
After a few minutes, the automated voice repeats the number.  
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Tate wades through the discontented people and walks up to the booth and 
deposits his ticket into the receptacle. The door slides open revealing a large, lowly lit 
cubicle with black walls and one cushioned chair. Across from him is a bright, 
rectangular display showing the words “PLEASE WAIT” slowly pulsating in and out. He 
sees the hand scanner below the screen going through its mandatory sanitation phase 
before each client.  It’s just high enough on the wall to make it uncomfortable for sitting 
and scanning at the same time, but he doesn’t think about this sleight too much.  
The door shuts behind him, and the room darkens. Inside the booth is cold and he 
can taste the filtered air. Though clean, it smells of an odd mix of bleach and ginger. The 
screen goes black with a large blue circle in the middle. Words appear at the top: “Hello, 
my name is…” Three status dots trill on and off where the name should be. 
Prophetic fear cascades through his body. If they find something in her, that’ll be 
the end of their little family, he thinks. They’ll take her and give her to the state or, if 
their family’s lucky, require her to take suppression meds to prevent whatever is inside 
her from growing. Guilt runs down his neck like melting ice. He’s already hurt her with 
too many pills. He won’t hurt her again. 
“Good morning, Mr. Jones. My name is Mike.” The voice sounds too gender 
neutral and mechanical like a computer recently programmed with English was given a 
script to pronounce. The voice lacks depth as if tin has replaced the bass. 
“Sync your harness for me so we can get started,” Mike says.  
Tate rolls up his sleeves and holds up his palms towards his face. After the 
scanner verifies his prints, Tate closes his eyes and clears his thoughts. A low hum 
emanates from the screen, and Tate focuses his attention on it. Tingling heat travels 
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throughout his spine and creeps through his nervous system as the computer and harness 
make their wireless link. Tendrils that have reached out from the harness and integrated 
themselves throughout his body begin to glow a faint golden color just beneath his skin. 
They excite his skin with goosebumps as the familiar sensations of heat and cold 
reverberate in his muscles and bones. He much prefers this side effect to the persistent 
itch and random spasms that occurred in his teens as the harness grew throughout his 
nervous system. He still shudders when remembering the needle-cold pain that he and 
everyone else endured as part of their intake surgery at five years old—an inheritance he 
hopes to deny Addy in the coming days.  
“This’ll just take a minute,” Mike says.  
The screen changes into a status circle, and Tate keeps his mind on the hum. He’s 
careful not to let his mind wander too far for fear of disconnection or worse, corrupting of 
his harness’s stored data. Knowing the Bureau, they’d probably accept wrong readings 
just to screw him out of any potential movement up the ladder.  
Long bits of code and variables scroll down the screen. It moves too fast for Tate 
to decipher but he knows what the code is…the life-blood behind the Social Hierarchy. 
It’s the equation that determines his worth and tells the agent whether Tate has lived up to 
this quarter’s expectations. He sees bits and pieces of info whiz by, undoubtedly 
comparing his status to others in the City. Figures, he thinks, what worth could I have on 
my own?  
The data coalesces into a graphical layout of his life since his last audit. It shows 
the common data of spending habits and money earned, contribution to society based on 
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spending habits, and everything else the State uses to measure his stature. Unsurprisingly, 
most of the data sections are highlighted in deep red.  
“You can sit down,” Mike says.  
The hand scanner’s green hue disappears as Tate turns and sits in a chair that 
proves to be more comfortable than the entire assortment of waiting room furniture. 
Mike’s circular presence returns. 
“You’re still below classification D,” Mike says. 
“I had the same rating four months ago,” Tate says. 
“You won’t be getting any benefits today. You get that, right?” 
 “Yeah.” 
“You don’t have to be a detriment to society. We can at least get you into class 
D,” Mike says.  
The room remains silent save the hand scanner beginning its self-cleaning 
regimen.  
“In the past few months,” Mike begins, “your spending habits have not gone 
towards anything immediately useful. Is there something you would like to declare for us 
to monitor?” 
Fuck no. 
“I don’t have anything going on,” Tate says aloud.  
“Unfortunate. You could change occupation, but realistically, not many people in 
your situation have found great success leaving their current job. At least you have a 




“If you could reduce the size of your household down to two, then that would put 
you into D classification. How is your marriage? Going well?” Mike says. 
Tate doesn’t answer. 
“Declaring a separation would allow you to claim class—” 
“We’re good, man. Nothing wrong with us.” 
“Records show Adeline LaToya Jones recently had a birthday. Congratulations, 
Mr. Jones,” Mike says. Tate focuses his breathing and thoughts to stay as centered as 
possible. 
“We have facilities for children five years old and up. If you would like to declare 
her eligible to the State, she would be well taken care of. We offer very reasonable 
visitation packages,” Mike says.  
“That’s not something I want to do,” Tate says. 
“Mr. Jones, I would caution you against these decisions. Currently, your family 
does not contribute anything to society. You need to assert your worth,” Mike says.  
Tate doesn’t respond. 
“Please increase your worth by the time of your next audit,” Mike says. 
So far so good, he thinks. 
 “Also, your daughter needs to be examined and prepped before receiving the 
harness. I will schedule her procedure for this week,” Mike says. 
“Is there any way to postpone her appointment?” Tate asks. 
Mike is silent. 
“I just don’t think she’s ready yet. She’s been ill recently. Stomachaches,” Tate 
says. He feels guilty for using her condition this way. 
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“You knew your daughter was coming of age. Why is she sick?” Mike asks. 
Shit. “We think she got it at school,” Tate says. Three status dots trill on the 
screen. 
“Records do not reflect any recent doctor visits by your daughter. May I remind 
you, Mr. Jones, it is a federal offense to willfully or otherwise misrepresent yourself and 
your family during Bureau auditing sessions,” Mike says. 
Fuck. 
Shit. 
Come on man, think. 
“Mr. Jones, are you uncomfortable with these proceedings? Your harness registers 
spikes in your blood pressure.” 
“My sister is a doctor,” Tate says. Status dots trill in silence. “She’s been treating 
her since I don’t have medical passes. This bug just kind of happened,” Tate says. An 
image of his sister appears on the screen. 
“Sister, Cadeshia Jones. A medically certified hospital administrator and medical 
professional. Grade B license and Bureau certified. Her house records do reflect a 
declaration of temporary child care on your and Courtney DeCatur Jones’ behalf,” Mike 
says. 
Tate tries to calm his excited heart and loosen his shoulder’s tight grip.  
“Will Cadeshia Jones be administering Adeline’s prescreening?” Mike asks. 
Tate perks up. Cadeshia can do the screening? “Yes, she’ll be doing it this week,” 
Tate says.  
“Excellent. I will put this in both of your files,” Mike says.  
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 The screen freezes. 
 “Are we done?” Tate asks. 
 “Instructions will be sent to your harness mail stop on scheduling parameters for 
your next audit. Have a good day.” The screens fade to black, and for a moment, Tate is 
floating in space with no star to brighten the way. But Cadeshia can do the 
screening…we can keep this shit in-house, he thinks. Maybe she can get Addy a medical 
delay, just long enough for us to move into class C.  
Hating the Bureau is like holding wind. Sure, there was a name, Mike, but who 
was he? Was it even a “he” to begin with? It could’ve been anything behind that voice. 
Anyone could be unlocking the secrets to his life, and he would never know from where 
or whom to defend himself. 
 
 Artificial rainwater falls on the Lower City ground. The monoliths, massive 
structures built decades ago that hold up the mid and upper levels of the City while 
casting giant shadows over the Lower release their expertly timed tears into the cold 
winds of the busy afternoon. Whatever water makes it through the congested mass of 
buildings, walls, cars, highways, and traffic that dominates what was once the free and 
barren sky, pools into dirty and cruddy streams that flow into undermaintained Lower 
City sewers. Ground cars with thick black tires cut through the water powerfully, 
sloshing grime onto the sidewalk in front of Tate, who stands under the awning of the 
Bureau with cigarette lit. He loves it when the sky is gray, and the wind is cold and 
drenched. If only freezing rain could wash over his skin and clean the darkness 
away…make him too cold to feel the simmering heat that dries out his bones and clings 
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to his breast. The machine is grinding him into unrecognizable bits. Cigarettes help it hurt 
less. Sometimes drugs too. It’s been a while for that…probably around this same time 
four months ago. He knows it’s not a good example for his little girl, so he plays the same 
games with her that he practices on Cadeshia. She doesn’t need to know everything about 
her daddy, he tells himself. Sometimes the drugs make him forget what he tells himself. 
Those are the best days.   
 His phone buzzes. The message he reads says:  
Cadeshia Jones 
Well, I guess you are exactly as  
dumb as you look… 
He smiles as he writes: 
You 
If you would hurry the fuck up, I  
wouldn’t be out here so long. 
 
She doesn’t understand the rain, he thinks. The incoming message symbols don’t 
appear, and he puts the phone up. He takes the last drags of the cigarette then tosses it to 
the ground. More ground cars pass him by, kicking up rainwater and blowing hot exhaust 
near him as they do so. They’re are nice looking cars, probably within five or so years of 
the current models. Maybe I’ll retire Cass and get one of these, he thinks. He’s been good 
to me, though. Reliable. I’ll just give him some new parts when the time comes. 
 Down the street, a hover van is on slow approach. He doesn’t recognize the 
vehicle, a sleek red contrasted by a matte black ventilation grill in the front and glossy 
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black exhaust rims on the lower sides. Blue-green light howls out of the grill and the 
hover generators that keep the vehicle steady and moving forward. The front is a sleek 
curve that blends into the hood and has a thin, utterly black sensor array just below where 
the front meets the hood. It extends in an oval all around the top of the vehicle and Tate 
assumes that it gives the rider a panoramic feed of their surroundings. As it approaches, 
he can feel the air almost solidify. He marvels at the power and wonders what kind of 
specs it has. The van stops in front of him. 
 The side door, almost invisible within the frame of the vehicle, slides open. Tate 
approaches and sees Cadeshia in the front seat turning towards him. The interior is much 
larger than he anticipated. There’s no passenger seat, and his sister’s chair looks as if it’s 
formed straight out of the floor. He takes a few steps back and examines the hover 
engines and wonders how the van’s flow regulator handles restricting power while it’s on 
the ground. 
 “You want front or back?” she asks. 
 “So you just gon’ act like you didn’t get a third car? Ain’t got no money, I see,” 
Tate says. 
 “It’s a trade-in. And I don’t have what you think I do,” she says.  
“When’d you get this?” he asks. 
 “After I dropped you off. Been meaning to pick it up for a couple days. Front or 
back?”  
 I ain’t got no money for food but you can just trade in one of yo’ cars and get 
this…Oh okay. “I guess the front,” he says.  
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 The panel in front of Cadeshia lights up, and she presses something on its 
touchscreen. Out of the passenger side floor, the mold of a chair emerges and faces his 
direction. Tate crouches slightly and enters the vehicle. The seat gives just enough 
underneath him. He feels it moving like it’s reshaping to fit his form. 
 “Ergonomic. They decided to throw that into the bundle since I didn’t finance,” 
she said. The side door closes and seals, and Tate no longer hears the engine. The inside 
is dark save for the glow of Cadeshia’s panel and a few soft interior lights. A large screen 
in from of them clicks on, and after a few seconds, a crystal-clear feed of their forward-
facing view appears.  
 “Going to the house?” she asks. He nods and watches her fingers work the 
display. The screen generates and yellow overlay of the street in front of them and 
displays the words 
Calculating nearest airway entry flashes on the screen. 
The van accelerates. It’s already going much faster than Tate would ever think to 
push Cass. They continue increasing speed as the van automatically follows the overlay 
on an ascending path into the air, whips around, then merges into a massive line of other 
cars zipping through an airway.  
 “Destination in 28 minutes,” says a female voice emanating from the car’s 
speakers. 
 “Really?” Tate asks. 
 “You have an Old English doorbell…” she says. He leaves her alone and looks 
around the interior of the van. His mind becomes a checklist of things he will upgrade his 
project with when he’s able.  
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 “So…you should let me look at this in the garage,” he says. 
 “You’re not taking my van apart,” she says. 
 “I just need one hour.” 
 “And….no,” she says. He’s not mad. Honestly, not seeing how the company who 
made the van put it together will make him look even better once the project is finished. 
His car will be unique and will do things better than anything already on the market. 
 “How’d it go?” she asks.   
 He doesn’t know how to mention her new involvement in his life. 
 “Addy needs a favor from you?” he says. 
 She curls her lips and nose and looks at him. She seems angry. Does she already 
know? 
 “I told the Bureau you’d check her out.” 
 The airway passes them under several buildings that flicker grayed sunlight 
violently on the high definition viewscreen. He watches Cadeshia’s face change 
drastically between skyscrapers.  
He listens for her in the darkness.  
Air vents blow warm air into the cabin to normalize the temperature. 
 “You gon speak?” he says. 
 She turns away from him and leans back in her chair.  
 “I need you to come through,” he says. 
The layout of the airway changes on the viewscreen and shows them an oncoming 
exit ramp. Tate barely feels the van decelerate as they leave the massive stream of 
vehicles and merge into a smaller airway. 
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 “People just take and take and take,” Cadeshia says. 
 “Huh?” 
 “I didn’t give you my name to use with the Bureau. Now you got me on the hook 
with them,” she says.  
 “Be reasonable,” he says. 
 “You can’t tell the person you just did wrong to be reasonable,” she says. 
 “They brought it up. They had me fucked up when they started asking about 
Addy. I didn’t have anything else.” 
 The van slows behind other hover vehicles heading in the same direction. 
 “You have to come see Ron,” she says.  
 He watches her come out of the darkness with her own defiant shadows cast 
behind her. 
 “This is for Addy,” he says, his silence afterward hanging a question of her 
loyalty. 





THE EXEMPLARY MALE 
Seven-year-old Tate sits on a long chair whose medium green color and soft 
bristles barely match the near squalid living room/kitchen. Government bread is on the 
kitchen counter. It’s old and quickly losing its constitution back into the purple-like 
sludge-child of one part apportionment tablet, two parts water, bring to a boil, then watch 
the magic happen. The synthetic chicken-product is sitting in a pot half-eaten on the 
circular foam kitchen table. Tiny torn morsels of meat decorate the area around it. The 
syn-chicken disappears a little bit more every hour—even sooner when Tate isn’t 
looking, and Cadeshia climbs onto a chair and grabs another unauthorized mouthful. 
Brown and oily water is backed up in the kitchen sink. Its potent odor akin to pork and 
mold. Tate avoids the sink. Dad said he’d take care of it, he remembers. Then again, he 
says that a lot.  
 There’s nothing to watch on the Net. Tate flips through stations, but none of his 
shows is on right now. He keeps flipping into the news block portions of the Net and 
watches several reporters talk about Altera’s latest expeditions into deep space. 
Apparently, it’s a big deal.  
The ships look cool…maybe one day I’ll be up there. 
 “Cadeshia!” he yells. Little feet pitter-patter out of the den and before long, his 
chubby, four-year-old sister runs straight into the long chair and falls to the ground. He 
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covers his mouth as he laughs at her and peeks onto the floor. His laughing makes her 
laugh, but hers sound like it comes from a place deeper than her body can go. He thinks 
she has more fun whenever she laughs.  
 “Look at my spaceship,” Tate says pointing to the flat-screen net-viewer. He 
watches her flip herself over and fall on her bottom.  
 “Imma go to space one day,” he says. 
 “Nooo...that’s too dangerous,” she says as she turns and stares at him.  
 “So...what you want me to do then?” 
 “You can be a tree,” she says.  
 “Why you so dumb? Be old like me,” he says. She stands and throws out her chest 
while putting her hands on her hips. 
 “Momma said you ain’t supposed to say that,” she says. 
 “Well Daddy put me in charge,” he says. 
 She raises her arms off her hips, throws them in the air, and falls to the ground 
with her arms folded up so tight that it looks like she’s going to break them off.  
 “You look mad. You won’t have any friends when you go to school,” he says. 
 “Not going to school,” she says, lower lip puffed out so much it’s doubled in size. 
 “Yeah, you will. Just ain’t old enough yet,” he says. He turns off the net-viewer 
and leans back in the long chair. He begins to slide but grips the rough fabric on the 
chair’s massive arms.  
 “Stop it,” he says out loud. His fists are clenched tight on the fabric trying 
desperately to slow his descent, but his short pants don’t stick to the cushion like he 
needs them to. He gives up and slides down. The sheetrock roof and dark gray dust 
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bunnies forever trapped in the ever-growing assortment of spider webs seem much closer 
to him now than he ever realized. 
 “Tate…” 
 Two grubby hands shake his leg. 
 “What?” 
 “I’m hungry,” she says. 
“Ain’t you been eating all day?” 
She keeps shaking his leg. 
He walks over to the kitchen table and grabs one of the chairs underneath, unfolds 
it near one of the counters, then steadies himself as he climbs to the top shelf.  
 “Here,” he says as he throws her down a pack of red nutrient wafers.  
 Cadeshia rips open the bag as the living room doorknob turns. Tate freezes as the 
door opens, revealing the bright sunlight that looks white to his indoor-adjusted eyes. 
There’s a silhouette standing in the door, a dark man looking like he wears shadows for 
clothes. Something in his right hand flutters in the breeze as he stands there looking at 
Tate.  
 “Boy, get off that counter,” Ron says stepping out of the light and wiping his 
brow with an orange rag. His face is still sweaty, and his already deep black skin 
somehow looks even bolder contrasted against the clothes he’s now worn for two days. 
Tate lands on the ground and puts the chair away.  
 “Why you got all this food everywhere?” Ron says walking into the kitchen. 




 “Well me and your mama were at the hospital,” Ron says as he puts his rag on the 
table. 
 “I know,” Tate says. 
 “You should’ve called me. Looks like you burnt this chicken up. You can beat 
that, little man,” Ron says. He grabs the synchicken and puts it in the refrigerator. He 
grabs the rag, picks up the decaying apportionment bread, and throws it away. 
 “You took good care of yo sistuh,” Ron says.  
 Tate looks at his sister whose mouth is covered in red crumbs and chewing the 
wafers with purpose.  
 “Go hold the door open for your mama. She gon need our help too,” Ron says. 
Tate hustles to the door as another silhouette darkens the light. This one is bigger. Much 
bigger in the upper body than his mom should be.  
“Thank you, baby,” Mamie says. Her skin isn’t as dark as Ron’s, but it still 
suffers under the heat outside. She’s sweating, but instead of wiping it away or fanning 
herself, she has one arm underneath her package and the other blocking the sun above it. 
Tate closes the door as Mamie sits down on the long chair.  
 “Y’all come see your brother, Damon,” Mamie says. 
 Tate saunters to her and looks at the light brown skinned child.  
 He’s too little, Tate thinks. He ain’t even breathing or nothing.  




 “Cadeshia, come look at it,” Tate says. He sees her eat another wafer without 
paying him any attention. He walks over and grabs them, then her arm, and walks her 
over to the baby. 
 “He ugly,” Cadeshia says. 
 “He looks just like you did when you were born,” Mamie says. 
 Tate laughs.  
 “You gon take care of your little brother?” Mamie says as she looks up at Tate. 
 “He’s your responsibility too now, baby. You gonna be my little man?” she says. 
 “Yes ma’am,” Tate says.  
 Cadeshia grabs the wafers out of his hands. 
 “You done ate enough, little girl,” he says trying to get the wafers back. She holds 
them behind her back away from his grasps. He grabs her shoulders and turns her around. 
 “Go to your room. Me and yo mama gotta talk,” Ron says.  
 Tate grabs ahold of the crackers, but Cadeshia falls to the ground and rolls away 
from him. 
 “Tate...you not being responsible,” Ron says. 
 Tate stops reaching for the crackers. 
 “Come on, Cadeshia,” Tate says. He helps her off the floor and walks behind her 
to their room and closes the door.  
 Tate stands in the shadows of their cool room and faces the door. 
 “What you doing,” Cadeshia says. 
 “I’m trying to hear what they saying,” he says. He presses his ear against the door. 
Nothing. He turns to Cadeshia and puts his hand over his mouth instructing her to be 
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quiet. He cracks open the door slowly and sees his mom and dad sitting on the long chair, 
his dad with his head nearly in his lap. 
 “…Bureau…three kids…how we gon pay for this…” Mamie says. 
 “…I’ll find a way,” Ron says. 
* * * 
Tate wonders why he’s so close to his sister. Yeah, she stuck by him most of the 
time. She’s kind of ride or die. But she stayed with Ron. She chose the Jones family over 
their eldest son. And then she look like she has money but acts like she broke. She got to 
be at least class C with her having two or three cars. And she meddles. Always meddles. 
It’s like she’s can’t help but to fix something no one told her was broken. Then again… 
“What are you planning?” Tate asks, his voice disrupting the void they’d formed 
in the van. 
She doesn’t respond. 
“Twenty years and you just now saying something. Why?” he asks. 
“He’s sick.” 
“He’s old and fat. That’s not news,” he says.  
 The van transitions into a new, more congested airway and zooms towards the 
middle level of the city.   
 “What if he dies and you don’t get to say anything to him? How are you going to 
feel?” she says. They merge onto a physical highway with other vehicles coming from 
the Inner City. The van is swallowed up in a sea of vehicles of different models and sizes.  
 “You want to ditch the old man, don’t you? Finally got tired of him, huh? Got 
sick of him being old and sick,” he says. 
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Light from the view screen flickers across their skins as they weave through the 
heavy afternoon traffic. 
 “You owe me,” Cadeshia says.  
 Goddamn, he thinks. Cadeshia has some grit to her now. It must be bad at the 
house. Good for her but fuck me. He leans back in his chair and closes his eyes as they 
split off from the main highway onto a smaller street in the direction of his garage. He 
relives his earlier interrogation.  
 Why is your daughter sick? 
 Why are you a bad father? 
 He imagines her throwing up in the bathroom while Courtney rubs her back and 
washes the grime from her face. He sees them together both scared and frustrated 
knowing that daddy and husband are away tinkering with toys in the garage.  
 I’m close. 
 Real close. 
 “Who’s this?” Cadeshia says.  
Tate opens his eyes but only sees an abandoned lot of condemned buildings. 
Through cracked and collapsed walls, he sees a black suv with tinted windows sitting 
parallel with his garage. There’s another jet black but gloss-painted sports car with 
charcoal-tinted windows, chrome linings, and custom-looking exhaust ports hovering in 
park. Two tall, young looking black men stand at the front door. Two suicide doors open 
up in the SUV and two guys emerge in front of them. Tate spots two poorly hidden guns 
strapped to their waist. 
 “They’re not supposed to come here,” Tate mutters. 
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 “What’s going on?” Cadeshia says. 
Tate doesn’t acknowledge her. He wants to reassure her that everything’s fine, but 
his mind is too busy sorting out maybes and what-ifs. How’d they find the garage? Did 
he and Courtney leave a trail? But that was five years ago, why are they coming for me 
now? If they knew where I lived, they’d come for me there. What if they are there? 
Addy… 
“Pull over,” he says. Cadeshia drives into the crumbling lot and shuts down the 
van.  
“Someone coming for you,” she says. 
He huffs at her certainty, “Don’t know.” 
“What’s the plan?” 
He stares at one of the men standing in front of the SUV but doesn’t recognize a 
leader among them. Must be a security outfit. Hit squad? Nah, too poorly arranged. 
Must’ve known I’d see them coming. And why these young-looking motherfuckers? 
Probably ain’t even held a gun much less shot one. Disrespectful. 
 “Go to the house and tell Courtney what’s happening. If you don’t hear from me, 
take Addy with you,” he says as he gets out of the van.  
 “What about Courtney?” 
 “She know what to do. Go on.” 
 He closes the door and turns towards the garage. Beyond the collapsed structures, 
he sees them, the interlopers of his domain. They look unready and untested. If this was a 
hit, then it’s poorly coordinated, he thinks. Somebody would answer for this lazy shit if it 
was up to me. They’d have to peel them off the ground and bury them, closed casket. 
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Nah, this isn’t retribution. Conference maybe? But what they won’t from me, I don’t 
know anybody no more. I ain’t had them kind of connections in a long time.  
 He walks past the last set of obstructions in the path and stands across from the 
garage. They haven’t seen him yet. Haven’t even looked in his direction. Useless. They 
wouldn’t make it in the Family. He crosses the street and follows his strict line of 
eyesight towards them. The two young bucks standing in front of the locked garage door 
spot him and straighten up. They smoothly rest their hands on the guns at their waist, but 
Tate continues towards them unfazed.  
 So they ain’t lighting me up…talking then. 
 He takes a couple steps onto his lot and stops. “Sup, fella?”  
 “You Tate?” says one of the door guards. He’s a thin little nothing whose words 
sound like they were borrowed from someone else who does the thinking for him.  
 “Who else I’m gon be?” Tate says. 
 “We got business wit you.”  
 “Be about it, then.” 
The guard points to the sports car. Tate walks towards it but notices the other 
guards grow more alert with each step. He raises his hands waist high and looks them 
over then nods his head declaring he’ll be cool.  
A few steps from the driver’s side door, he stops and says, “I’m here.” 
The door opens suicide and a burly looking white man with grizzled skin, a 
juvenile, prickly looking beard, and balding head emerges wearing a long-sleeve, black 
button-down and black jeans. His demeanor is calm and composed, and his face familiar. 
“Big Dawg. What it do, brother?” he says. 
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It takes a minute for the anger and fear to wash out of Tate and recognize the 
threat was something he’d built up in his head. There is no reckoning today, only reunion. 
“Motherfucking Jay,” Tate says. The two men hug away the gap of lost time. 
“I don’t die. How long has it been, Big Dawg?” Jay says. 
“Too damn long,” Tate says releasing him. He looks his friend over and is 
impressed at the sight. His gaze is steady and piercing, different from the relatively jolly 
lieutenant Tate knew in the Family. His friend was a ride-or-die kid back in the day. He 
wasn’t necessarily a happy person, but he wore a smile and annoyed people to near 
insanity talking shit he found on the Net or random, useless facts that no one asked to 
know. All of that faded whenever it came to the ugly parts of survival. Intimidation, 
retribution, and premeditated encouragements and deterrants were the business in the 
Narrows and he always came through when Tate or anyone else needed him. Jay was the 
one that Tate missed the most when he and Courtney left the Narrows. Aside from his 
wife and daughter, this man was the best thing ever added to his life.  
But the times had changed this man he knew. Jay now wears the scars of a man 
who’s served too long in a war. Not something interstellar fought with spaceships and 
bombs, but something up close that infects a man’s soul and leaves him wondering if he 
should get out while he can, or press himself deeper into the muck of it all.   
“You good?” Jay bellows. His thick voice resonates authority in his chest.  
Tate looks at the entourage, “What’s all this, man?” 
“Got a target on my back,” Jay says. 
“People coming for you? You need someplace to stay?” 
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“Nah, man. I don’t need a place to stay,” Jay says. He nods to his entourage and 
they fan out around the perimeter of the garage. Tate watches them immediately obey and 
misses the days when his word was law.  
“These ain’t ready, man. They barely look like they seen a gun much less used 
one,” Tate says. 
“You worry too much, brother. Besides. I put the word out. Ain’t nobody coming 
up here. I did that for you and Courtney once I found out whereabout y’all stayed.” 
Put the word out? “You got that kind of juice? What you into?” Tate asks. 
Jay grins but doesn’t answer. He looks over at the garage and puts his hands in his 
pockets, “Why don’t you show me what you got going on in there. I know you. Always 
gotta tinker around with something.” 
Tate looks at the garage but freezes. He doesn’t know how or why Jay suspects 
there’s some kind of project going on. He thought the man was dead or locked up like all 
the rest. Apparently he was wrong. He also thought the Family died along with Tate and 
Courtney’s departure, but the appearance of this new, young muscle and Jay’s unknown 
but impressive looking authority made that assumption wrong as well. But how did he 
know about the project? Has Jay been watching him? But then, how’d he find out where 
he was? They’ve had no contact and Courtney would’ve mentioned something. Maybe he 
was just fucking with him. Maybe Jay really does just know his friend that well. Maybe, 
Tate thinks, he should stop being so goddamn paranoid and just be glad this wasn’t a 




TIES THAT BIND 
All Clear. 
 Tate stares at the two little words that are fixed on his phone screen and is amazed 
how much action and emotion can come from the smallest things. He marvels at how 
events could have been very different. Those boys standing outside of his garage could 
have been a new outfit in the Narrows looking to build their reputation by killing a well-
known old-timer. Amazing, he thinks, how instead of “all clear,” the entire course of 
multiple lives could have been shaken had he texted Cadeshia “go” or had said nothing at 
all. The realization takes him back to when his word was the only law people needed. He 
alone, with a simple yes or no, determined the life and death of so many people 
throughout the years. Yeah, the Family may have been small time in the grand scheme. 
They had nothing on the legalized cartels parading around as corporations who used their 
wealth and power to push newer, unauthorized drugs throughout the City. The Family 
didn’t have the muscle of some groups who took in exmilitary or hired themselves out as 
hit squads. But in their little section of the Narrows, the Family did whatever they needed 
to survive and his words gave them direction. He still feels proud of what he built, even if 
he was hated by other groups and the Guardians. He built a family from nothing and 
helped people. Actually helped them. They didn’t take pity but they did give food, shelter 
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and water to those willing to put in work. They may have been hated, but motherfuckers 
respected them. 
 Tate puts up his phone and enters the garage with Jay. With the door still opened 
enough for the goons to see them, Tate shows his friend the hover car and all the tools 
he’s used to try and rebuild it along with his life. He hears himself saying very technical 
things to Jay but can’t shake his friend’s new demeanor. Jay wasn’t leadership material 
when they last spoke. Yeah, he was a great lieutenant and could follow orders better than 
most. He could even temporarily call the shots when Tate was away tending to other 
things but it was always understood that it was Tate’s world and his authority that made 
things happen. Jay was too hot-headed to lead and had a tendency to get high on his own 
accomplishments. He also couldn’t commit to things if left to his own devices. He always 
had ideas and plans about what he’d do if he ever left the street but with every 
conversation, the big thing he wanted to do always changed. First it was joining the 
Coalition. Jay would talk endlessly about getting in shape enough to enlist and become a 
space marine, but give it two days, and that became joining the Guardian police force. He 
realized he really didn’t like space anyway and why would any fool who grew up in the 
Narrows want all that open space to get lost in, he’d say. But wait, not one day later, his 
new goal was to go to school and make something of himself legitimately. He realized he 
was too hood and too street-bound to be a cop and would probably hate it after a few 
months so no, he’d become a…become a…become a…and yeah. 
 But now? As Tate explains how he restored an old engine and increased its power 
output, Jay stands beside him looking into the engine while grossly engaged with every 
word. No random words are dispensed. No suggestions for a new career path. No wasted 
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chatter at all. Have things really changed that much? Shit, Tate thinks, I guess if one little 
girl can domesticate me and Courtney, then maybe that can happen for him too. 
 “You got somebody at home now?” Tate asks. 
 Jay chuckles, “Why you ask me that?” 
 “Shit man, for real? You different.” 
 Jay smirks, “Life man. Shit gets real, a man has to grow up.” 
 You ain’t lying. 
 Tate sees a loose piece on the exterior manifold of the hover car and looks for the 
proper tool to fix it. As he does so, Jay walks to the garage door threshold and calls out to 
his crew. 
 “Take a walk. Me and him got business,” he says audibly. They walk around the 
perimeter without hesitation.  
 “Everything good, bruh?” Tate asks bent over his vehicle. 
 Nothing. After a couple minutes, he hears the door controls activate and watches 
the metal slab seal them in. Tate puts his tools away and wipes the sweat from his 
forehead as he stands. 
 “You left us,” Jay says. 
 “What?” 
 “They were coming for us. Guardians. Cartel…and you left,” Jay says. Tate 
mentally recalls the location of every weapon he’s stored in the garage but doesn’t look at 
them.   




 “Cartel got to him. Down on Grove Street. Remember the Grove?  Nice little 
tenement. They strung him up on the walls.” 
  Goddamn it, Matt. You deserved better than that, Tate thinks. Jay runs through 
how each member of the Family either died or was imprisoned. The stories root in Tate’s 
brain and weigh him down. He leans against his hover car as he slowly realizes that the 
only thing left of the life he once built are memories. 
 “Nothing to say?” Jay asks. 
 Tate is silent. 
 “I’m sorry brother, but you needed a reckoning,” Jay says. The air is heavy going 
into Tate’s lungs and with every second that passes, he wishes everything would’ve 
ended in an abandoned lot shootout.  
 “Why’d you come find me?” Tate asks. 
 Jay walks towards him. “You needed to know what you left behind. The people. 
The family. How it all went down. You needed to hear it and feel it. You needed to taste 
it. And I needed to see you go through it.” 
 Both men remain silent. 
 “You got nothing to say to me?” Jay asks. “You left me. Left Tonya. Matt. All of 
us. You left. And you have nothing to say?” 
 The rot settles in Tate’s mind. Everyone he loved and saved were either dead, 
locked up, or lost somewhere in the Narrows. Remorse closes its fist around his neck. He 
never wanted things to end the way they did, but things will always end the way they do. 
  “Courtney was pregnant, man,” Tate says. 
 “What shit you talking?” 
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 “I’d never made anything before, you know. Ain’t never brought no good shit into 
the world. Then she told me she was pregnant and I just…I couldn’t do it, man. I couldn’t 
do it anymore. I couldn’t have no kid in the Narrows. I couldn’t raise no one there and 
hope they turn out good. Fuck man, I wasn’t good. You weren’t either. Courtney wasn’t 
either. I ain’t want my kid to be us. Not like we were.”  
 Jay looks at Tate who still doesn’t look at him, “You should’ve told me. I 
would’ve understood.” 
 “Everything was coming for us, man. You remember how it was. One day, I’m 
being told that my girl having my kid and next I know, we getting doors kicked in and 
firebombed all over the place. I did what I did and I’m gon do what I’m gon do for 
them.” 
 Both men are silent. Jay pulls down on his shirt eliminating the wrinkles.  
 “You’re my brother. I ain’t always like you, but you and Courtney…you part of 
me. You should’ve told me,” Jay says.  
 “I know.” 
 Jay points at him, “Nah man, you don’t. You ain’t tell us shit and we lost. We 
looked for you when we could have hunkered down. We could’ve run. We could’ve 
survived. But nah…you didn’t…and we didn’t…and we died. For you.” 
 “What you want from me man? I can’t bring ‘em back. What you want?” 
 Jay huffs but doesn’t speak. 
 “You want to kill me?” Tate asks. Jay’s anger consumes his eyes. 
 Tate looks at the door, “You send them after Courtney? My little girl? You gon 
take my family from me?” 
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 Jay shakes his head but doesn’t move his eyes, “You’re paranoid.” 
 “My girls ain’t part of this.” 
 “No, they are. But not like you think,” Jay says. 
 Tate’s exhale pushes air throughout the room. “Then motherfucka, what you 
want?” 
 “Family.” 
 Jay’s eyes shine as anger breeds sorrow and frustration. He doesn’t cry, but Tate 
can tell -he hopes- his friend is tired and ready to lay down his weapons. 
 “There’s no one left out here. I got one. Want no one. Them out there ain’t shit to 
me but little boys tryna play gangsta,” Jay says. 
 He always works better with people, Tate thinks. Shit, man, I can’t even imagine 
what the past five years was like for him. He really didn’t have nobody but he somehow 
kept it together. Made something of himself. Probably tried to remake the Family 
but…that shit was special. And I fucked it all up. 
 “I shoulda told you,” Tate says. “Shoulda asked you to come wit us.” 
 Jay wipes his mouth and nods. “People do what they have to.” 
 “I ain’t bout this life no more. I ain’t bringing it where I live.”  
“I’m not trying to roll up on you. I just had to give you what you needed,” Jay 
says. 
Shit, I ain’t need that. 




“Jay, my daughter…she don’t know nothing about us—what we did before,” Tate 
says. Jay doesn’t move. 
“Why don’t you come see her,” Tate says.  
Jay turns to face him. “I don’t want to make things hard on you, bruh. I can go on 
my way and let you go yours.” 
“We brothers, just like you said. Come by the house. Courtney’ll be glad to see 
you. But them goons stay here.”  
 As the door opens, Jay looks over his men then back at Tate. “Done.” 
 
 Courtney peeks into her daughter’s room, “You all right, Miss Addy?”  
 The little girl sits on the floor playing with transforming toys and a few building 
blocks. Courtney watches her take a girl doll and beat up the robot toy they bought her on 
her last birthday without any regard to her mother or the words she’s spoken.  
 “You hear me?” 
 Addy looks up, “Sophie’s in trouble.” 
 Courtney walks in and sits on the floor beside her. 
 “What’s wrong with her?”  
 Addy shares how Sophie went out on a mission last night but got caught by the 
bad guys. Now she can’t find a way to call her friends so they can help her. 
 “Well she sounds like a big girl who can take care of herself,” Courtney says. 
 “Mom, there’s a lot of bad guys over here,” Addy says. 




 “For real?” 
 “A long time ago. That’s how I know she’ll be all right. Now how’s your stomach 
feeling?” 
 “Good,” Addy says. 
 Courtney feels on Addy’s forehead and neck for fever. Hmm, a little warm but not 
bad.  
 “If you not feeling good, you need to let me know,” she says. 
 Addy continues playing and Courtney, understanding her daughter’s cue, 
promptly gets up and leaves. Seeing Cadeshia standing in the living room waiting on her, 
Courtney closes Addy’s door then joins her. 
 “She all right?” Cadeshia asks. 
 “Yeah. You’re absolutely sure he didn’t say anything else? Nothing at all?” 
 Cadeshia scrolls through her messages, “He said all clear, that’s it.” 
 Courtney’s face hardens when she closes her eyes and listens to her apartment. 
There’s the hum of air circulation in the vents above and behind her. Addy’s excited 
clack-clacks of playing with her toys and having them fight each other. There’s no 
strange footfalls outside the apartment door. No odd voices that she can hear. Maybe 
things are fine. Before her eyes, she sees different scenarios of what could’ve happened 
in the time since Tate’s last message. Normally, an all clear signal meant just that; there 
was no double talk or compounded signals.  Ever since Addy entered their little world 
though, things aren’t so simple.  
 “What’s that about?” Cadeshia asks. 
 Courtney opens her eyes, “Nothing. We should be fine.” 
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 “We could just call him. Make sure.” 
 “Not how this works. Whoever it is may not know he has a phone. Not going to 
compromise him,” Courtney says. 
 “But he said—” 
 “We’ve been in this before. Trust me.” 
 Cadeshia stands frozen for a few seconds with her mouth still open in protest. Her 
demeanor slowly fades into a more reserved, arms folded stance with a straight back and 
tilted head. Her brow is stern and accentuates hungry eyes that tell a story of unasked, 
unanswered questions being forcibly shoved back into her forlorn desire to know more 
about her brother. Courtney sees her yet withholds the truth like a dam holding back a 
river. One drop could break the supports between Tate and his sister and Courtney 
refuses to be the one responsible for the flood that washes out a family. She doesn’t want 
Tate to see his sister look at him with familial rejection.  
 Courtney hears footsteps outside the door. 
 “Two people,” she says. She goes to the door and before Cadeshia can make a 
move, opens the front door wide.  
 “Damn, baby. Everything good?” Tate says. 
 Courtney’s shoulder’s drop as she looks at her husband, “Next time, message me. 
Not someone else.” 
 “There wasn’t time. I ain’t know what was happenin,” he says.  
Courtney turns away from him and goes into the kitchen to get herself a cup of 
water. Tate walks in and nods his appreciation to sister while holding the door open. 
“Baby, I got a surprise for you.” 
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 “Imma kill you if it’s like the last one,” Courtney says. She turns around and sets 
her cup on the counter when she sees Jay. “Damn boy, you ain’t dead!” 
 Jay smirks, “No ma’am, not yet. How you doin’ Mocha?” 
 Tate turns to Cadeshia, “This my boy, Jay. Knew him way back when.” 
 Courtney comes into the living room and hugs Jay. Tate sidesteps to give them 
more room but is pulled away even further by Cadeshia.  
 “So you gonna tell me what that was about?” she asks. 
 “Aw, Jay was just trying to find where I lived. I ain’t seen him in a long time.” 
 “So nobody’s trying to kill you? Nobody coming here?”  
 “I ain’t mean to get you worried. We all good.” 
 “You’ve got a kid, now. What do you mean ‘it’s all good?’ What if it went the 
other way?” 
 Here goes the meddling, Tate thinks. It didn’t, aight. You ain’t got to remind me 
what I got. Something happened and we dealt wit it. That’s what we do. 
 Cadeshia groans with arms still folded and shaking her head, “I’m going to check 
on your daughter before I leave.” She walks away with tightly folded arms and 
smouldering eyes. Tate shakes his head, she’ll get over it, and joins Jay and Courtney 
who have moved over to the couch.  
 “…nah, it was rough there for a while,” Jay continues to Courtney as Tate begins 
listening in, “but I made it through and got a little business going.” 
 “Shit, little business?” Tate says. “This motherfucker said can’t no one even come 
looking for us up here ’cause he put the word out.” 
 Courtney cocks her backward and smiles. “Okay, Jay. You the man now.” 
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 Jay shakes his head with a grin. “Nah, I ain’t the man yet. Still got a couple dudes 
down there trying to prove theyself and they got the whole block fucked up. Killings and 
shit. Fucking up where people live. It’s crazy.” 
 “Shit though, bruh. You got some goons wit you. They might be new, but you 
ain’t just out there by yo’self,” Tate says. 
 Jay looks at the ground then scans the apartment. “Yo, you got something to 
drink?” Courtney points out the upper cabinet in the kitchen and Jay immediately goes to 
grab a cup.  
 “I’m glad you made it,” Courtney says. “I wish we coulda told you what was 
going down, but—”  
 “It’s all right, Mocha. We’re here now. That’s all that matters,” Jay says. Down 
the hall, Cadeshia closes Addy’s door then walks into the living room. 
 “Addy’s doing all right so I’m going to go. Nice to meet you, Jay,” she says. Jay 
repays the compliment and Courtney thanks her for checking on their daughter.  
Cadeshia looks down at Tate. “Saturday.” 
 The lightness fades from Tate’s face. “Aight.” She lingers on his word for a 
second before leaving. 
 “What’s happenin’ on Saturday?” Courtney asks. 
 “She wants me to go see Ron.” Courtney’s nose and mouth wrinkle into a scowl. 
 “It’s aight, baby. I owe her this time,” he says. He doesn’t move for a while. 
Going to the mid-level city is daunting enough with its tolls and congested ground traffic 
but actually seeing Ron after all these years is almost too much to bear. The man’s facial 
features escape him, but his voice still lingers.  
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 You gon be a man? 
You not being responsible. 
 You gon be weak or you gon be real? 
 “So how’d your little girl get sick?” Jay asks.  
Tate crashes back into the living room. “What’d you say to me?”  
 Jay puts down his cup, “Just asking how your girl got sick.” 
 “Look man—”  
 “Addy having a hard time taking the pills,” Courtney interrupts. Tate shakes her 
arm in protest but she turns to him. “It’s no one’s fault. We trying to make it work and we 
having a hard time right now.”  
 “I get that. Can I see her?” Jay asks. 
 Tate looks at him then back to Courtney. She tells Jay it’s fine and leads him 
down the hall while Tate remains on the couch. They disappear into Addy’s room but 
Tate’s brow hardens over his eyes. The fuck she tell him that for? he thinks. Jay making 
it happen but I can’t even handle the whole reason I left. Fucking shit. His muscles tense 
and his back begins to ache. Too many years of stress have gotten to him and he begins to 
cramp in odd places. He tries stretching and contorting his back but the heavy frown on 
his face resists all attempts to loosen up.   
 “Come on, boy. She didn’t blame you,” he tells himself. Eyes closed, he breathes 
in and thinks about everything in front of him—visiting Ron, Bureau troubles, shitty job, 
unhappy wife…obstacles all of them. Nothing to a real man, he thinks. Real men get it 
done and don’t bitch. They get about that shit and keep their head down while doing it. 
I’ll go see Ron. I’ll show him what he shoulda been.  
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 “That’s a cute little girl,” Jay says emerging from the room with Courtney 
following behind. 
 “Yeah, she takes after me. All the bullshit comes from Tate,” Courtney says. 
 Tate opens his eyes. “Oh, okay.” Courtney sits down next to him and kisses him 
on the cheek. She smiles and looks at him and for the first time since Addy was born, he 
feels an uplifting sense of pride. Showing Jay their daughter put a smile on her face. It 
wasn’t built upon having to hurt or extort someone or take something out of the world, 
but by bringing something good into being. Maybe this is the point of struggle, to make 
times like this worth it.  
 “You two have a nice setup. I’m proud of you,” Jay says while standing in the 
middle of the room.  
 “You’re family, Jay. My daughter needs to get to know her uncle,” Courtney says. 
 “That’s…thank you. I mean that.” He looks around the room for a moment then 
stares back at them. “Let me ask you something, y’all happy here?” 
 Courtney nods. “It’s hard, but we’re getting there. We make it work.” Tate looks 
at his wife and grins. 
 “What about Addy? You said she on pills?” Jay says. Tate feels Courtney begin to 
tense up. He wonders if she’ll rescind his invitation. 
 “I can raise my daughter. That ain’t a problem,” she says. 
 “My bad. Not trying to say that. I just—” 
 “Say what you mean, bruh,” Tate says. 
 Jay tilts his head giving away a mischief he meant to conceal. “I want you to 
come back. Both of you.” 
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 No one moves. Even Addy, oblivious to the conversation among old friends, 
ceases to play with her toys. 
 “Bruh, we out. We ain’t coming back,” Tate says.  
 “The street ain’t like you remember,” Jay says. 
 “Close enough,” Courtney says. “People still getting killed and nobody gives a 
damn. I’m not making my daughter an orphan.” 
 “I’m thinking about your girl too. How old is she, five? Six? She harnessed up 
yet?” 
 Both parents are silent. 
 “I’m not asking you to do anything…messy. I got people for that. But if you work 
for me, she doesn’t have to go in the system. No one has to struggle.” 
 “I’m not putting her on the street,” Courtney says. 
 “You know the Bureau coming for your girl. I can protect her.” 
 “We don’t need your protection,” Tate says. 
 “Bullshit, brother. You don’t even know what I saved you from. Aren’t you tired 
of this? You guys are working hard but what you got? Pills? Water on restriction? I got a 
business that makes some real money. You could live anywhere you want and buy your 
daughter whatever she wants. But I need you. The people I got now are good but they 
aren’t you. I need people I trust who can put in that work and take the business to a whole 
new level.” 
 Tate and Courtney are still, their expressions frozen. He fears the harness and 
what it could find. Maybe nothing would come from it and Addy would be deemed 
normal and boring. Besides, it takes years for it to stretch out and weave into nerve 
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endings. She’ll probably be a teenager before anything major happened. Then 
again…there have been stories.  
Courtney fears the retribution of broken promises never spoken. Addy would 
never know the Narrows. She’d never know struggle and pain. These were the words 
Courtney bound to her child before Addy even came into the world. But look how things 
have gone. Pain has already come into their house and their life is the perpetual struggle. 
They starve in the cold and nothing they do seems to change that. 
 “Bruh. We…can’t,” Tate says. Jay nods.  





The scheduled 2 am rains descend upon Zamora Industries’ latest deconstruction 
project, an old tenement that was the site of a hover car wreck several months back. Tate 
doesn’t remember all the details of the story aside from some joker disconnecting his 
vehicle from the City’s transportation mainframe and crashing into the building. It was a 
big story for a while, but now the building was just another set of walls for Tate to break 
down. 
 He sits in the rain clad from head to toe in his work suit. Dual layered metallic 
mesh protects his skin from dangerous irritants, residues, and damages. It’s a smart 
material that constricts when pressure is applied and boosts the wearer’s ability to lift 
heavy objects. His helmet is fit with a rebreather mask and smart visor complement to 
protect his air supply and provide him with the visual tools he needs. Nicknamed “armor” 
by some, the multiple pieces including the hard-shelled chest piece, arms, legs, and boots 
come together to make Tate and other grunt workers into certified deconstruction 
professionals …at least, that’s how Zamora likes to classify them officially. Unofficially, 
the grunts are just warm-bodies filling in a need. Fuck up once and Zamora finds another 




 But Tate’s thoughts aren’t with his job. They’re in a different realm. A happier 
place rooted in possibility. In his mind, he walks into his new house in the Mid-Level 
City. The air is clean and clear. There’s a slight nip to the wind but the setting sun gives it 
enough warmth for him to be comfortable in thin clothes. His living room is spacious and 
filled with the aroma of baked and roasted foods from the kitchen. Down the hall to his 
master bedroom, Courtney stands with her back to him in front of their bed folding her 
new clothes. He leans against the door frame and watches her work. 
 “You just gonna stare?” she says. She stops folding and looks at him, but she’s 
not angry. She’s not hungry or desperate. There’s a gleam in her eye. It’s not just the 
reflection of starlight but realization. They did it. They survived. They thrived. And he 
gave her that gleam, the result of kept promises and hard work and in that moment, Tate 
realizes that his greatest accomplishment was to have given her that look. 
“Best view in the house. Where’s Addy?” he asks. 
“Out with her friends. She wants to stay with one of her friends tonight but I don’t 
know. She’s fifteen,” Courtney says. Tate approaches her and kisses her on her neck. 
“Let her stay out,” he says. Courtney smiles and shrugs her shoulders. He wraps 
his arms around her waist then works his right hand underneath her shirt and cups her 
breast. 
Thunder rumbles in the Lower City. “I love you, baby,” he says with eyes shut 
tight and rain falling on his armor. 
She clasps his hand, “Close the door.” She turns and kisses him on the lips. The 
smell of scented soap caresses and arouses him. He loves coming home to a woman ready 
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for him. The softness of her skin and the tightness of her frame all seem tailor-made for 
him. He removes her shirt and witnesses the woman before him. 
A lightning flash brightens the Zamora work site. “Imma get this for us baby. I 
swear.” 
They fall onto the bed and make love without fear. He imagines her gripping 
bedsheets furiously as he takes her body into his mouth. It’s love with ecstasy instead of 
anger. Passion instead of drugs. Ample abundance instead of rampant dependency and 
desperation.  
But thunder cracks the City sky one decibel too loud. Tate doesn’t jump, but lets 
the vision fade into nothing. Slowly lets it drip until there’s nothing left but heavy 
breathing in a facemask.  
“Imma get this for us. I swear,” he says before opening his eyes. The chilly air 
unsettles him and the metallic mesh digs into his side disrupting his unsanctioned respite. 
Industrial light shines from the makeshift stairwell just beyond him. Other workers 
buzzing about the level walk past and flicker the light, never venturing up the stairwell to 
catch him in the act. Ten minutes going now and he hasn’t been caught or reported by 
anyone for skipping out on work. Maybe it’s because they all know each one of them 
partakes in a little something on the side that wouldn’t be strictly fitting with Zamora 
work and conduct codes.  
“Yo Tate, you up there?” Lamar yells from down below. Tate groans.  
“Yeah, just needed a break,” he says as he grabs underneath his thighs and moves 
his legs to the ground. He quivers when he stands as rainwater cascades off his suit to the 
ground then heads down the makeshift stairway to the workzone. The area is dark save 
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for the few spots lit up by construction lights. Most of the level has been stripped and 
broken down leaving only the walls of each apartment, both interior and exterior, visible.  
“You good?” Lamar asks when he approaches. 
“How much we got left, man?” Tate says.  
Lamar points to the far apartment across from them. “First shift missed our 
apartment, so we gotta finish stripping out all the pipes then knock down the walls.” 
Tate sighs. “Let’s just go, man. Get it done.” The crew before him was 
responsible for removing all left behind appliances, stripping down all doors and door 
frames, and leaving the area as bare as possible for his shift. It’s not the first time they 
just happen to miss something. Walking into the dilapidated apartment kicks up a thick 
cloud of formerly undisturbed dust and grime. The pungent odor of the room sneaks 
through the filtration system and soaks the inside of his suit with the damp smell of 
mildew, fungus, and age. He knows—hopes, anyway—he’s safe from getting sick but the 
cheap filtration system does little for the actual smell. It’s nauseating but familiar.  
Tate beats down walls and rips out valuable piping even though his muscles ache 
and his eyelids are weighed down. Anger keeps him moving—at the first shift for not 
doing their job. At himself. At the Bureau. At Jay.  
 Tate’s hammer bounces off the wall making concrete hit the floor as dust and salt 
suffocate the air. The sound of his deep breaths fills the room just as his frustration 
clouds his mind. What do you mean you can save her? I didn’t ask you to. I didn’t tell 




I bring you back to my house and you looking down on what I built and we done. 
Thought you wanted family. What, you want to be the head of it? You think you can 
handle the Bureau better? You ain’t never had to deal with them.  
 “Tate, you—” 
 Why is every motherfucker I’m done with coming back? Now I gotta deal with 
Jay’s shit and Ron’s shit. Fuck both of them. Fuck. It. All. 
 Lamar, who’s taken off his face mask, grabs Tate’s shoulder, who follows 
through on his next hammer strike before throwing the hammer down to the ground. 
“What?” 
 “Man, are you okay? You’re kind of wild over here,” Lamar says. 
 Tate feels the heaviness begin to sit on his heart. He sets the hammer on the 
ground and looks at the destruction he meted out to the wall.  
 “Stuff on my mind, man. I’m good,” he says. 
 “You sure? I know you have to be tired ’cause I am but there’s no way I can do 
what you just did,” Lamar says.  
 Tate turns and leans against the remainder of the wall, takes off his mask and 
slows his breathing.  
 “My girls, man. They struggling. Don’t seem to be getting’ better,” Tate says. 
 “Shoot, brother. You doing everything you can, right? Everything will work out.” 
 “Man, you don’t know that. This real shit I’m dealing wit. I ain’t making no 
money, my little girl sick—” 
 “You gotta keep the faith, man. That’s all you can do. That’s all—” 
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 “My dude, I feel you. I do. But I’m dealing wit shit right now. I ain’t dealing with 
something that can take a year or ten years. Can’t be waiting on something like that when 
my daughter sick and I can’t do nothing ‘bout it. This real. It’s real.” 
Lamar never moves during Tate’s rant except to give a small smile that makes 
Tate even madder. Broke dudes can’t be waitin on some shit to fall out the sky. It’s 
always them rich people coming from the Upper City telling people in the Narrows that 
the Source loves them and made them for a purpose. They don’t know. They don’t care. 
They broke, you rich, what are we doing here? Ain’t got time for this shit. Now here you 
are, Utonian, a brutha, talking like them. What are you doing, man? 
 “Maybe you just need to slow down your life, man. Take the little stuff in front of 
you instead of getting it all at once,” Lamar says. 
 Slow my life, down my ass. I need to speed it up. “I’m just tired. It’ll be aight.” 
 Lamar agrees and pats him on the shoulder before walking back across the room 
to his work area. He a good dude, Tate thinks. Definitely known worse. 
 “Hey, man,” Tate calls out. Lamar turns back to him. A quiet few seconds pass 
before Tate says, “pray for me, bruh.” 
 Lamar grins, “Never stopped.” 
 
A few hours later, Tate and Lamar take their lunch break groundside with the rest 
of the crews. He wants to go home and kiss his little girl while she’s asleep but he still 
has around eight hours to go. He wants Courtney to have her way with him, getting all of 
her anger and frustration out in one or a few sessions all over the house while Addy is 
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asleep and they fear they may be caught. He wants to be anywhere but in the Lower City. 
Anywhere but the City. Anywhere at any time except for right now.  
He notices the guys turn their heads as their team leader, Erik Vaner, approaches 
them from worksite. He’s a hefty man, fully inhabiting the space he takes up. He insults 
them by wearing his clean white shirt, tucked into some generally well-pressed looking 
khaki pants. His little black tie always seems to catch the wind and wraps around either 
side of his fat, red neck. He tries to equal it all out with workman’s boots but he has to 
know, at least Tate hopes, that no one sees him as part of their fraternity.  
“You’ve made some good progress tonight, but I think we could do more,” Erik 
says with his head buried in a datapad. He sounds sure of himself despite his labored 
breaths and forehead sweat.  
“Most of us ain’t getting off ‘til noon anyway. What else we got?” Tate says. 
“There’s always more to do. You come to work, I will put you to work,” Erek 
says. 
“Come on, man—” 
“Lock it down, Jones,” Erik says. 
Tate wonders how much energy it would take to encourage Erek to show him 
some respect but backs off.  
“I think we can clear the next level. We do that tonight, and we’ll beat our team’s 
goal for the week,” Erek says. Several other workers curse Erik silently but resign 
themselves to overtime. Tate walks to one of the tables set up by the crew and sits back 
down next to Lamar. 
“Always have to see how big you are, don’t you, Tate?” Lamar says. 
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Tate smirks and lays his head on the table. 
“Jones, I need a minute,” Erek says. The man stands farther away than he was 
moments ago and only looks at Tate. 
“So…I’m really praying for you now,” Lamar says. 
Tate leaves him and approaches Erek. “My bad, man. I—”  
“Didn’t ask. I got a call earlier telling me to inform you about a meeting with 
Zamora middle management in forty-eight hours,” Erek says. 
Realization melts Tate’s face and opens his mouth. “They approved my 
application.”  
“You switching shifts on me?”  
“Nah man, I applied for sponsorship like a year ago. Told them I was working on 
a project that they couldn’t pass up,” Tate says. 
“Oh. Good luck,” Erek says before walking off. 
Tate stands completely still as every organ in his body loses weight and 
heaviness. His face starts to feel lighter as well and he realizes he’s smiling from ear to 
ear. He walks back to Lamar but doesn’t sit down. 
“Good news?” Lamar asks. 
Tate turns to him. “Man, how hard did you pray?”  
 
 By 2 pm, Tate nearly wrecked a few times as he pushed Cass as hard as it could 
go down the highways until now, finally after what seemed like ages, he pulls into the 
parking garage and rides the elevator up to his apartment. He doesn’t feel tired at all. 
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Every part of his body feels energized and young. Yeah, his back still hurts but he feels 
like he has the stuff to push through the pain and walk with his chest puffed out.  
 He hustles down the hallway and nearly punches out the door lock screen when he 
gets to his apartment. He almost barrels through the door but stops himself. 
 “Okay. Okay. Calm down, boy. Don’t need to knock out the wife if she standing 
by the door,” he mutters. One more deep breath and he opens the door. Courtney stands 
in the kitchen. 
 “Baby, we got! They called me! We made it!” 
 Courtney slams her hands on the counter. “Tate, are you serious? They called?” 
 He hustles towards her then kisses her when he’s near. When they separate, he 
says, “We finally gon’ be all right. I told you we would.” 
 “You did. We’re almost there. But Tate, we all ready all right.” 
 “We are. Baby, I’m gon’ be an engineer. You give me a few more years, and 
imma have us up out of here,” he says. 
“I know you will, but that ain’t what I mean. Look,” she says. She turns him 
around and he immediately sees the food on the kitchen table. Real food. Chicken and 
potatoes, garlic, onions, green beans and peas sit welcomingly in cheap-looking silver 
serving trays. Bags of groceries cover the kitchen countertops. Boxes of crackers, nutrient 
wafers, instant meals, grains and dried foods weigh down the once barren spaces of his 
home. The smells fade his smile. Chicken and garlic mingle in his nostrils, but they lack 
the dullness associated with synthetic products. The white meat smells bold with herbs 
and other seasonings breaking into the mix. It’s the smell of real, authentic food coming 
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from all around him, from a place behind his ability to grasp. It completely masks the 
smell of undisturbed air and musty carpets. 
“How did you—” 
 “It wasn’t me. Jay came through for us. Brought it all by a couple hours ago,” 
Courtney says. She goes to the fridge and opens the door revealing bright red meat and 
vibrant looking fruits and veggies, stark contrast to the dull, almost gray visage of 
synthetically-produced items.  
 “Why?” Tate says. 
 Courtney looks at him confused. “Does it matter? Look at it. Smell it. It’s real and 
we can make it last. Addy can finally start getting better.” 
Tate swallows his rebuttal. He knows there’ll be no way to pay it back without 
crippling his family. The meat alone, he estimates, probably cost 8,000 credits a piece for 
someone in the Underclass. And by the looks of it, Jay just bought them a full spread.  
“Baby, this is a good thing. I know what he wants us to do, but he wouldn’t take 
this away from us,” Courtney says. 
Tate’s shoulders tighten into his neck as the smell of the food irritates his nose 
and makes his head pound. When he looks at Courtney, he sees her smiling with joy he 
didn’t give her. Joy that he can’t compete with or overtake with the likes of a car and 
years of schooling. Her face looks so light and pretty now that she smiles. It’s like she’s 
not angry anymore that he used food money to buy tools or kept them hoping and 
wishing and waiting for a breakthrough. It’s like she’s not hungry or desperate anymore. 
There’s a gleam in her eye. It’s not just the reflection of kitchen lights but realization. Jay 
did it. He helped them survive. He made them thrive. Jay gave her that gleam, the result 
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of kept promises and deep pockets and in that moment, Tate realizes his greatest failure 
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